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An individual may read his Bible faithfully for many 
years, attend the services of divine worship regularly, and, 
i n addi tion, be present and partici pate 1n all Bible Class 
discussion s , yet without understanding the true meaning of 
suffering in the life or the Christian. This is often clearly 
exhibited when sickness overtakes a person. Christian people, 
when they endure suffering , have many different reactions and 
fears. As the pastor visits them and prays with them, he 
learns that they feel they are beine punished for some par-
ticular sin, or are cast away from God who is now showing His 
hatred by causing them to suffer, or even that they have just 
had a bad stroke of luck which is a natural course of life 
totally unrelated to God or His control. 
As a result of personal contact with several cases in 
which the purpose and nature of Christian suffering was mis-
interpreted by the individual, one 1s led to study the Bible 
very carefully in order to orfer all of the hope and comfort 
whieh God has placed into this Holy Book for His faithful 
followers. The present study 1s so constructed as to lead 
a person to discover the many ways 1n which he might offer 
consolation and encouragement to a person who is suffering 
some form of chastisement from God, specifically employing 
the Epistle to the Hebrews to the given situation. The 
I 
2 
second chapter deals with the historical background or the 
Epistle. In such situations as occurred in Rome and Jeru-
salem, we note the actual physical hardships and pains which 
were suffered by Christians. Chapter III turns to the theo-
log ical understanding , specifically to the Old Testament 
conc ept of chastisement, which may have been taught and lived 
by the first re aders of the Epistle. The fourth chapter 
deals directly with the terms contained in the Epistle to the 
Hebrews which embody the concept of chastisement. Special 
attention is g iven to the classical, Septuagint, intertesta-
mentsl, and rabbinic influence upon the development of these 
t e r ms. Chapter Vis devoted to suggesting the pastoral 
application of the concept or chastisement to the lives or 
individuals. The specific purposes and blessings which are 
set forth and attained by chastisement are discussed. 
In a total view of the whole thesis, we should ~emember 
that chastisements are a part of sanctification, not ot 
justification. Furthermore, since our study 1a restricted 
to the Epistle to the Hebrews, some of the New Testa~ent 
accents may not be as sharp as ve are usually accustomed to 
hear them. All or the quotations from the Bible are taken 
trom the Revised Standard Version. 
CHAPTER II 
'l'HE HISTORICAL SI'l'UATION OF Th'E BOOK OF HEBREWS 
Addressees 
or no little import is the problem or the destination 
of this Epistle. Scholars are divided in opiniori as to 
whether it was sent to Rome or to a church near Jerusalem. 
' •lestcott, for example, thinks that some Palestinian group 
was the rec1p1ent.l On the other hand, McNe1le is tairly 
certain that "the epistle can hardly have beer.. written to 
any town in Palestine, least or all Jerusalem."2 Strongly 
in favor or Rome, Zahn is convinced that the allusions of 
the Epistle point logically to this particular church.3 
Martin Franzmann is of this opinion also upon the basis of 
the greeting--"They of Italy salute you 11 {13:14), and the 
possible explanation of the letter's early infl&ence on 
Clement of Rome and Herm.as.4 
la. Foss Westcott, The Epistle to the Hebr&ws (Grand 
Rapias: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1947), p. xli. 
2A. H. McNe1la, An Introduction to the Study of the 
New Testament (Secondeditlon rev!aedbyc.° G. s. wfllia.ma; 
Oxford: At The Claredon Preas, 19S3), p. 233. 
3Theodore Zahn, Introduction to the New Testament, 
translation headed by Melancthon w:-JacobS(New York: Charles 
Scribner's Sons, 19C9), II, 348. 
4Martin Franzmann, Introduoing ~ New Testament (un-
published class-work syllabus, Concordia Seminary Print 
Shop, St. Louis, 1955), p. 150. 
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We have good reason for investigat1ng the place to 
which this letter was addressed. In the Epi•tle itael:t we 
find such references as: "In your struggle against sin you 
have not yet resisted to the point or shedding your blood," 
(12:4) and "you endured a hard struggle with sufferings, 
sometimes being publicly exposed to abuse and affliction, 
end s ometimes being partners w1 th t hose so treated," ( 10: 32:t. ). 
Several fervent exhortntions to endurance a nd stedd~astneaa 
lePd one t o conclude t hat t hs r~oipients of this letter 
needed encourageme n t to bear up under persecutions,5 of what-
eve-r- type th.ey may have been. With this 1n mind we shall 
ex omlne the situat ion at Rome and then at Jerusalem in an 
attempt to determine the nature of the persecutions spoken or 
i n the Epistle. It may be well to add at this point that an 
exhaustive study on this question is not the author's in-
tention; rather, this was pursued until a reasonable picture 
of the h1etor1oal situation was gained. 
Ro:me 
The church historian, Philip Schaf .f, aeer,u1 convinced 
that t h e persecutions, alluded to and named in the Epistle to 
the Hebreffs, took place under Nero. The whole matter waa 
touched off by tho burning o:t Rome. This was not a ■trietly 
5KcNaile, 2£• ill•, P• 224. 
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religious persecution,6 although since the trial o~ Paul 
the Christians were "disti nguished from the Jews as a 
genus tertiu.m, or as the most dangerous offshoot from that 
race. 117 Mob rule took over after Nero's charge was made 
against the Christians, probably spurred on by the patri-
otic feelings of rescuing the state from the city-burners 
and politically indifferent group. 8 There is no certain 
proof that Nero was so naive as to actually believe that the 
Christians were the cause of the burning of the city, but 
such a charge brought the desired action. Gradually the 
spi rit of patriotism grew until the horrid arena events were 
ac tual facts. 0~ this Schaff reports: 
Some were crucified, probably in mockery of the punish-
ment of Christ , some sewed up in the skins ot wild 
beasts and exposed to the voracity of mad dogs in the 
arena •••• Christian men and women covered with 
pitch or oil or resin, and nailed to posts or pine, 
were lighted and burned as torches for the amusement of 
the mob, while Nero in fantastical dress, figured in a 
horse race, and displayed his art as char1oteer.9 
Beca use of these events, in connection with Hebrews 10:32-34, 
as well aa 13:23 (Timothy's release (?)), Schaff asserts: 
"The Epistle to the Hebrews which was written in Italy, 
probably in the year 64, likewise alludes to bloody 
6Ph111p Schaff, History ot the Christian Church (Third 
Revision; New Yorkz Charles Scr1bner 1s Sona, 1920), I, 378. 
7Ibid. 
8!ill,., P. 381. 
9Ibid., PP• 381-82. 
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nlO persecutions, •••• 
Two i mportan t facts havo emerged thus far i n our 
discussi on, n ame l y that Roman Christians did su.frer perse-
c ut ions and that the time of such was as early as 63 A.D. 
Tenny also da t es the Epistle in sixties, 11 late sixties," 
b ecause the church in Rome was fearing a coming persecution.11 
With reference to the fact that two different struggles or 
p ersecutions were possibly referred to, Franz1nann states: "The 
r eaders had endured an ~arlie r p e rsecution manfully (10:33-34), 
but were weakening under the long-drawn struggle with sin {12: 
4) a nd t h e continuous pressure of public contempt (13:13) 
• • • • 
nl2 Realizing the problem of several persecutions in 
Rome , -1cNeile suggests that those of the ".former days" were 
not under Moro, for t h is bloody massacre goes beyond the text 
of 12:1➔. : "not yet to the point of shedding your blood." Yet 
h e docs not rule out the possibility that the Christians at 
Puteoli (Acts 28:13r.), outside Rome, did suffer "unto b lood" 
under Nero.13 In view of McNeile's ment i on of Domitian en-
forcing the laws (the period of 81-85 A. D. particularly}, 
concerning the duty of burning incense to the Emperor,14 he 
lOibid., p. 384. 
llM. c. Tenny, The New Testament, An Historical and Ana-
lytic Survey (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. tierdmans PublishingCom=-
pany, 1955), P• 374. 
12Franzmann, .2.E.• ill•• P• 150. 
13McNe1le, .!!E.• ill•• P• 235. 
14Ibtd., P• 235. 
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woul~ take these public ridicules and trials aa the sufferings 
mentioned in the tenth chapter of Hebrews. 
A completely different explanet1on of the t~ials suffered 
is o£rered by Neil. He, too, eontendR thst the text or Hebrews 
12:4 does not 1nolude nor permit the :tdeas or rnarty~dom and 
bloodshed, such as occu.rr~d in Nero's reign. For him, the in-
cident of 49 A.D. in Rome seems to solva the problem. By a 
decree Emperor Claudius expelled the Jews from the city of 
Rome. "Suetonius describes the affair thus: 'He drove the 
Jews from Rome for conttnual disturbances at the tnst1gat1on 
of Chrest us.'" 15 
In con~luding this brief survey of the persecution of 
the Chr1.at1ane at Rome, we notice two important tacts. There 
were persecutions from !1-9 A.D. up through 85 A.D., and some 
were of severe ridicule and public contempt variety, while 
others were the actual shedding of the blood of the Christians. 
Jerusalem 
On the basis of the title of this Epistle, -rr'eos 
(£ftpcvc'o os , Westcott claims that the letter is addressed 
to "Jerusalem or some sister church 1n Palestine dependent 
upon 1t."16 It is important to notice that this reasoning 1s 
baaed on the assumption that the title was later added to the 
l.5w1111am Ne11, The B~1•tle to the Hebrews (Londons 
SCH P:resa L'l'D, 1955J,pp. 13-1.4.- -
16'.vestoott, .21!.• ill•• P• xl1. 
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letter by people who believed it waa addressed to the church 
in Palestine. At first glance, it mi ght seem that by the 
3lim srgu...~ent of e title, a mountain is attempted to be moved 
by the leverage of a straw. However, Del1tzsch points out 
that the letter appear3 to be addressed to a purely Jewish 
c hurch. Tlrus by contrast with the various other extant t1tlea, 
an d considerat i on of the fact that this title implies the use 
of t he Hebrew language in worDhip, while possibly also ad-
h ering to the customs of the Hebrew fatherland: "We should 
naturally conclude, therefore, that an epistle which bear■ 
the title 7Jeo$ ¥f~'~os was addressed to Palest1n1ans.nl7 
Possibly of more substantial nature is a report of the 
historical racts by Philip Schaff. It would seem that he is 
altogether• i n favor of' the Roman address of this Epistle, 
even as he records the events of Jerusalem's downrall. The 
reeder will note the verioue poss1b111tles for suffering in 
Palestine as these events are described. 
A siege wea laid to Jerusalem in 63 A. D. This was after 
a Jewish ~ar, and fortunately for the people there, this 
siege was not successtu1. 18 In 67, Vespasian again beaieged 
the city, only to be forced to rush to Rome to claim the 
throne vacated by the death of the Emperor in 69. As F,mper-
or, Vespasian sent his son, T1tua, to lay siege to Je~usalem. 
17F~anz Del1tzsch, Commentary 2!l the Epistle to the 
Hebrews, trsnsl~ted by T. L. k!ngabury(Grand Rapids:'"wm. B. 
Eerdniana Publishing Company, 19S2), I, 21. 
18sohaff, .2£• ill•• P• 393. 
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Without much stru~gle, Jerusalem was starved into submia-
sion.19 ·ninety-seven thousand prisoners were taken. Some 
were sold as slaves, others sent to the mines to work, still 
others sold as gladiators for arena shows, and the most 
attractive and sturdy were marched to Rome for the victory 
parade.20 
Meanwhi le, from 65 A.D. onward, the Zealots were dom-
inating the affairs inside of the city ot Jerusalem, even 
the temple. In addition to this reign of terror, these 
fanatical men interpreted everything which was destructive 
as a form of a Messianic sign. Schaff said: 
Reports of comets, meteors, and all sorts or tearful 
omens and prodigies were interpreted as signs of the 
coming of the Messiah and his reign over the heathen.21 
Without settling the problem of the destination of this 
epistle, we have viewed the various possibilities of a perse-
cution in both Rome and Jerusalem. Even such arguments as 
the 11 teral interpretation of V£tp"s /~eTuewv and 
/ / 
-Cf{Jw,,1,1ev in chapter twelve, together with 6'J~,p9ev 
{)'aJ.Te~fqpeyoc in chapter ten, do not prove the Roman 
persecution, nor even the glad1tor1al games at Caesarea. 
Berytus, Antioch,22 or other Palestinian cities. Moffatt 
19tbid., P• 398. 
20Ib1d., p. 400. 
21Ib1d.• P• 394. 
22Ibid., P• 400. 
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has a sane word directed to this point: 
The interpretation of l0:32-34_ as an allusion to the 
theatrical displays ( tlu'"(e<7qkev~c) which accompa-
n ied Nero's outburst a g ainst the Boman Christians 1s 
not necessary, in view o:f the use of 6)£.tireo.,r 1n I 
Cor . 4 :9; the language is too general and even mild; 
and the reference 1n 10:34 is not to legal confiscation 
of p roperty (ep. on this Klette's Christenkatastrophe 
unter Nero, 1907, 43f.), but the results of mob rioting . 
The passage cannot therefore be taken as a proof of any 
particular destination (Roman, or even Palestinian) for 
Hebrews , and the same holds for the other allusions to 
suffering and persecution throughout the epistle.23 
Groping for a olue as to whet time the Epistle was 
wri tten a n d to whom it wa s written, scholars have also inves-
t i g a ted the meaning of Timothy's "release" (13:23). Delitzseh, 
for example , admits the two possible meanings of this passage 
--to be released from prison , or to be finished with a task. 
He leans toward the former arguing that a more complete 
description would be expected if Timothy had such an official 
mission.24 Concerning this very point Farrar has spoken about 
the final word, unless some new archeolog ical discoveries 
bring new facts to bear. He said: 
Even the inferred impriso~ent of.fimothy is uncertain, 
for the word used of him ( cl'TTO;:/r/1'!,P lVt1Y), though used 
of liberation from prison (Acts 111.13, iv.21), is also 
used of official, even. of ordinary dismissal on any 
errand or mission (Acts xix.41, xx111.22).25 
23J. Moffatt, An Introduction to the Literature ot the 
New Testament (Thirdedition; New York:Charles Scribner~ 
Sons, 1918), PP• 453-54. 
24Delitzseh, .2R.• ill•, II, 405. 
25F. w. Farrar, The Early Dai!_ or Christianity (Londons 
Cassell, Petter, C~lpT'rland Co.-;-TB82T, I, 477. 
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Taking all things into account: the persecutions in 
both nome and Palestine, the possible t'amiliarity with the 
Colosseum in Rome as the basis or the imagery in 12:1-4, 
the urgent pleas to avoid reversion to Judaism, the many 
Old Testament and Temple concepts which are assumed by the 
author to be known to his reeders, and also the title with 
its implications, the author is very much inclined to agree 
with Lilly, who said: 
The Epistle was probably written at Rome about A.D. 63, 
shortly after St. Paul's release from his first Roman 
imprisonment. The Epistle was directed to the Jewish 
Christians of Palestine, who under the stre9s of trials 
were in danger of relapsing into Judaism.26 
26J. Kleist and J. Lilly, The New Testament (Milwaukee: 
The Bruce Publishing Company, l~)~. 563. 
CHAPTER III 
THE OLD TESTAMENT CONCEPT OF CHASTISEMENT 
General Concept of Suffering 
I•'rom the previous chapter we noticed that the author 
did take for granted that the readers of his Epistle did 
know many things or which the Old Testament contains. Thus 
it is important to compile a summary of the Old Testament 
teach1ne concerning chastisement, always keeping in mind 
that this is the concept of suffering which the Hebrews 
readers may have been taught and were living under. 
To begin to understand the problem of suffering in the 
Old Testament, it is essential to see where suffering began. 
Genesis 3:16-19 relates the consequences of listening to the 
Serpent: suffering, pain, and disappointment. From thia 
point forward these sorrows fill the lives of all men, with 
death itself being the final suffering on earth. "Thus the 
sin of Adam .. '~ said Sutcl1t.fe,, "entailed consequences not for 
himself alone but also for his posterity. nl F'rom the time 
of Adam's fall on, human beings never experienced a life 
without pain, without suffering, without sin. In fact lt 
would soem that now men just more or less accept that auffer.1.ng 
is a normal part or the lives of eeoh of the indivicuale born 
1Ed.mund Sutcli~fe, Providence and Su1"fer1ng in the Old 
and New Testaments (New York: Thoma's11elson and Sona-i:t°d:-;-
$31,p. 47. 
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into this world. It 1s not at all impossible to suppose 
that the Jewish people also adopted a similar view or 
suffor1ne , but with a strictly new meaning. True aa it is 
that suf fering is a part of everyone's life, the Jew also 
h e ld to the promises ot God. Jahweh very frequently had 
told h i s people that he 1ndoed did love them (Deut. 4:37; 
7:8; 7:12-13; Jor. 31:3; et al.). These were not vain and 
high sounding words, but words backed up with action, for 
Jahwoh cared for h is people (Ps. 115:12). A different under-
standing of suf!'ering on the part of the Jew was this, namely 
that it wns a part of God's love to actually discipline the 
orring child. For example, Deuteronomy 4:35-36 atatesr 
To you it was shown, that you might know that the Lord 
1s God; there is no other besides him. Out or heaven 
he let you hoar his voi~e, that he mi ght d1scipl1ne you; 
and on earth he let you see his great fire, end you 
heard his words out or the midst of the fire. 
I n Deuteronomy 4:36 the LX~ translates the Hebrew 7£_)~ 
/ 
with 7/cftO£VE.C v • the very term which Hebrews 12 employs. 
Interestingl y , the Hebrew Lexicon 11ated four distinct 
meanings for the ve!'b t Q.;.. : "to admonish," "to inst!'uct, 11 
"to d1sc1pl1ne," and "to chasten, or cbastise."2 The noun, 
7 c> '=1 l'J ,. de·r 1.v'e d trom th1 s verb has the meaning of "disci-
pline" or "correction"; with a special meaning in Proverbs--
the discipline in the school of wisdom.3 Abbott-Smith 
2Franeis Brown, Charles Briggs, ands. R. Driver, A 
Hebrew and English Lexicon or the Old Testament (Rev1aecl 
ed1t1on;"O'xtord: At The Claredon7>reas, 1957), p. 416. 
3Ib1d.• P• 416. -
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observed that ~a~ '}'J was usually translated by the LXX w1 th 
T 
-.//"'l C £' (-:_, "' Oc; ..... , and that 7c>., 
- -r was most frequently rendered by 
7¼cG'~u'oJ .4 Thus 1t is no overstatement to say that what-
ever Greek connotation these words had, they took over in 
a ddition the main ideas of the Hebrew words which they trans-
lated. Sanders is even more specirie when he states that 
-"\ ~ ~ -n most frequently means instruction either through 
actual experience or verbal conversation.5 He observed that 
J eremiah used 7 o ~ n to demonstrate that God's great love 
T 
prompted the great calamities which the people suffered. Of 
the prophet he Aaidt 
His great hope was that they would understand the 
calamlty as from r-ocl and accept 1t as a sword to cut 
away all that prevented their knowing God completely. 
To acc,pt t he ealaml t y in this manne1~ ~Ja s t o accept 
musor.o 
Never dare we , however, entertain the idea t hat the sins of 
the people were not in part responsible tor the type of 
discipline received. Generally, the Old Testament taught the 
pe ople to think that calamities meant God's displeasure over 
a ga i nst their sins, as Wuest correctly declared: 
! n the Old Testament, Israel was taught to regard any 
visitation of God's disciplinary measures such aa 
drought and famine or enemy attack, as a sign ot His 
4o. Abbott-Smith, A Manual Greek Lexicon of the Nev 
Testament (Third edition; Edinburgh:~ and T. '?!rark, ~3), 
p. 333. 
t' 
✓Jim A. Sanders, Su.tferinf as Divine D1■o1pl1ne in the 
Old Testament and Post-B1bl1ca Judaism (New York: Colgate 
Rochester D1v1n1tySehool, 1955), p. 41. 
6 Ibid., P• 77. 
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displeasure with His people because or their sins.7 
From this point on in this chapter, we shall pay par-
ticular attention to the concept of chastisement which is 
developed withi n a given book cf the Bible, noting the main 
passages aa we proceed. 
I n h is commentarJr on Hebrews, Michel reminds us that 
the concept of chastisement is closely connected with that 
of sonship. Furthermore, he demonstrates that the concept 
of sonship had its ori gin 1n the Old Testament, not in the 
New Testament. Re points directly to Proverbs 3:11 aa the 
basis and background for Hebrews 12:5'-·6. 8 In the days of 
prosperity it was 6asy to stay with God and even easier to 
for get all about Him; but 1n the days of suffering there was 
alway s the grave danger that the man of Israel would be 
fri ghtened and leave God. Delitzsch rightly perceived that 
the Old Testament portrays God aa an earthly rather, pun-
ishing for the good of His sons.9 Therefore the book of 
Proverbs directs the son to receive the correction gladly, 
for it 1s designed to draw him away from hls sins into a 
closer communion with his God. 
But in actual life, it ls not always so simple to say 
7Kenneth Wuest, Hebrews in the Greek New Testament for 
the English Reader (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Ee'rc!m:ans Publishing 
Company, 1947), p. 218. 
8otto Michel, Der Brier an die Hebraer, 1n KHera ltommen-
tar (Gottingen: Vandenhoeek and Ruprecht, 1957}, . II, 303. 
9F. Delitmaoh, Biblical Commentary on the Old Testament, 
translated by J. Martin (Edinburgh: T. an<! ~Clark, 1900), 
XIV,90. 
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to a man, "Just believe and it will be all right." Psalm 37 
prese nts the contrast of the way of the righteous and the 
way of the wicked, as men see, as men compare, as men desire 
good things in this life. Verses 14, 16, and 3.5 speak of 
the g ood thing s which the wicked men receive, while the right-
eous man has but the promises or God and is encouraged to 
wai t patiently for their fulfillment, verses 3-11, 34, and 40. 
Psalm 49 also presents the righteous man comparing his mate-
rial position with the material position of the wicked person. 
Rare t h e real value is depicted, for the wicked man is doomed 
to t h e Pit, from which all of his earthly possessions and 
g lory cannot release him, verses 6, 12-20. Conversely, the 
ri ghteous man who had little of this earthly wealth and fame, 
is the truly rich and happy person. His life is rescued 
from the Pit, see verses 7-9, and especially 15: "But God 
will ransom my soul from the power of Sheol, for he will 
receive me." Again 1n the seventy-third Psalm this reversal 
is stressed. Verses 3-14 explain how the envious eye of the 
believer sees only the prosperity of the wicked and his own 
lack of prosperity, tame, and contentment. The second part 
of the Psalm, 15-28, portrays the eye-opening experience of 
the believer. He "perceived their end," namely that earthly 
goods matter not tor they will perish and men who trust in 
them likewise will perish. Then the heart o~ the believer 
was glad and exclaimed: "But for me it is good to be near 
God." Wben this mystory was understood, the righteous man 
17 
was willing to suffer all things, knowing that afterward God 
will receive him to Himself. Therein is the true joy of 
suf.fering .10 
For an overview of the cloctrine of suffering in the 
Psalter , a quotation from Sutcliffe 1s lnform.atlve. 
Th e preve lant view was t hat God, as the just and omnip-
otent guardian of t he moral order, visits the sinner 
with punishment and protects and rewards the good. But 
t he doctrine, true as it is, remained incomplete for 
the reaso~1 thst God's providence had not revealed the 
f urther truth that divine retribution 1s largely reserved 
for the li f e after death. Hence the apparent inequal-
ities of life presented a problem c~pable of disturbing 
the faith even of God-f earing men. A partial solution 
was found in the medicinal value of suffering, which 
gives opportunity for roflectlon, repentance, and amend-
ment of life. And religious souls were content to abide 
1n the intimacy of God, to put their trust in Him, con-
fident that His ways ere juet even though their own 
minds were incapable o.f full comprehension.11 
The prophet Habakkuk, i n 2:3-4, speaks of such a mystery 
whi ch is only acceptable to .faith. He emphasized the :fact 
t h a t God cid not promise to deliver the people bacau8e or 
the ir virtue, sincerity , or nobility or character. This 
promise of deliverance is given solely on the basis of faith, 
a feith which acclaims God to be holy, righteous, and faithful 
i n a ll His ways.12 Although the promise was given, its final 
fulfillment was fer off in the future, as Keil sharply detects 
10nel1tzsoh, .£E.• ill,., XIII, 320. 
i 1sutcliffe, ~- ill•• p. 86. 
12c. Ke11, Biblical Conu11entarv on the Old Testament, 
translated by J. Martin (Edinburgh: r. and ,:-cta~k, l900), 
XXV, 73-4. 
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by the 1n verse 3.13 
Other prophets treated the problem of human sutrering 
also. Jeremiah, for example. stressed the aspect of 
r0pentan ce .from s i n es a great value of chastisement.14 
Peake summarized Isaiah's teaching on suffering in these 
words: 
The prophet accepts the sin of Israel as a partial 
explanation of 1ts suffering 0+0:2; !~2:24-5; 43:22-8; 
50:1} a n d nttributea 1tsyun1shment to Yahweh's wrath 
0~2:25; l~?:6; 51:17-23; 54:6-9). He even reminds us of 
Ezekiel in the assertion that it is for the sake of His 
name that Yahweh does not execute the e x treme penalty 
u p on His peop le (48:9-11). Yet his thought dwells far 
more on Yahweh's love and His pardoning st~ce. displayed 
i n the redemption o f Israel from Babylon.~ 
A summary quotation from Sanders will suffice to give an 
overview of the Prophets' teaching s on surfering . 
The prophets of the Bible preached that calamitous 
suffering followed upon sins committed by the people• 
tbat retribution was sure to follow waywardness. How-
ever. w1th1n the prophetic movement there arose the 
corollary idea that while God must punish His people 
if they sinned, He arflioted them with a purpose. The 
purpose was to teach them repentance. Hence. while the 
concept of musar did not arise out of questions of 
theod1cy proper, it came into being to explain that God's 
goodness and love were evident even in His wrath. The 
prophets were not attempting to explain why God perndtted 
suffering; they knew why--the people's sins. What they 
were assertin~ was God's 3overeign control and power 
even when it looked as though they might be exterminated. 
Faith in God's ruling power assured that He would not be 
13 Ibid., p. 70. 
which wbenlooked at 
14supra, p. l4. 
"7 denotes direction towards a point 
from the present was still :future." 
15Arthur ~eake. The Problem or Suffering in the ill 
Testament (London: Th°eTpworth Press. 1947>. p;-3~ 
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given over to His own wrath or permit evil full sway. 
Further.more, the expressions muear, paideia, and 
y1ssur1n came to be used to explain God's afflicting 
His people, even His rnost faithful adherente,. He smote 
them to draw them yet closer to Him.16 
The meanings of muser and paideia have already been 
treated, but a brief word about yissurin 1s in place. As 
it is employed in the trilogy by Sandorn, one might t ake it 
for an other Hobrew term. But a search wi ll be i ~ vai n, for 
it is tho Aramaic c ognate to the Hebrew 1-Y., • In form it 
- T 
i s Pa'el pasa1·vEt participle, absolute plural; the Parel is an 
intensive form. The general root meaning found 1n most of 
the Hebrew lexicons is "form or fashion," with the secondary 
idea of "plan." Jeremiah 18:11 is an example ot this: 
llow, thorefore, say to t he men o f Judah and th'J inhab-
1 tants of Jerusalem: "Thus say:s the Lord, Behold, I 
am s haping evil a gainst you and devising a plan against 
y ou. Return, every one fro~ his evil way, and amend 
y our ways and your doi n s s ., ' 
Thus the reader cah see how this t erm also came to be sppliad 
to the aurfering s and afrlictions sent by God designed f or 
the repent~nce of His people. 
Th e book of Job, the last one· of the Old Testament which 
we shall treat 1n detail, is usually thought of immediately 
when a person recalls the Old Testament teaching on suffering. 
De 11 tzsch , in a comment on Pi,overbs 3: 11-12, which is quoted 
in Hebrews 12:5-6 by the writer or the same, says: "One may 
say that verse 11 expresses the problem or the book of Job, 
16sandera, .2£• ill•, P • l,1-. 
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and verse 12 its solution."17 A new lesson becomes clear in 
the case of Job, namely, that suffering per!!. need not be 
the punishment for one's sins. Rather aa the Lord Jesus said 
of the man born blind (cf. John 9:Jf.), suffering comes 
solely for God's glory in certain instances. Usually, however, 
such suffering for the glory of God is also d1scipl1nary for 
the individual. Since disciplinary sufferings proceed from 
the love and not from the wrath of God, on the basis or the 
case or Job one may declare the purposes to be: "to try. 
prove, and purify Job and tending to the glory of God and the 
refutat i on of Satan, the accuser or the pious."18 Thus the 
"vlhy?" when asked by Job received no direct answer from God. 
The Lord did not deem it necessary to defend His actions 
before R1s subject Job. 19 On the basis of the very rough 
manner of questioning which Job received rrom the Lord, Peake 
concluded that man must remember he is only one very small 
member of the whole universe and 1s to be: "content to 
sut"fer without understanding or caring to understand the 
reason. n20 Not in the least doubting man.• s insignificance, 
nor God's transcendent wisdom and power, the author ls rather 
l7Delitzsch, .2£• ill•, XIV, 80. 
18t. Fuerbringer, The Book!?,,! i2!?, (St. Louie: Concordia 
Publishing House, 1927), p.~ 
l9Peake, .2E.• ill•• P• 85. 
20~., P• 90. 
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inclined to a gree with Fuerbringer when he gives this answer 
to the ''Why?" of su!'tering in Job's case, while at the same 
time stating what 1s true for all the faithful !'or all of 
time: 
The answer is: Faith should and must be proved, shown, 
made manifest, not before God,--forHisopin!on about 
Job has been given once for all,--but before the devil.21 
As the material was presented from eaoh book selected 
from the Old Testament, no attempt was me.de to d1st1~gu1sh 
between those passages which spoke of corporate suffering and 
those which spoke of individual suffering. As one reads in 
t he Old Testament he will see instances of one suffering 
innocently, yet the person suffers because he is a part of 
t h e group whioh is being punished. A graphic example of this 
is the case of the prophet Elijah and the seven thousand 
faithful at his time. Both the prophet and the people 
suffered from the lack of rain as much as did the wicked who 
caused this punishment to come from God. Rightly therefore, 
Sutcliffe has said: 
Such a situation clearly means that the innocent would 
surfer with the guilty; but whereas the suffering would 
be punishment in the case of the guilty, it would not be 
a punishment in the ease of the innocent. They would be 
involved 1n the common lot, not for any fault of their 
own, but by reason of the solidarity of the nation.22 
Furthermore, it 1s most important to note that there 
olweys was e doctrine of individual retribution, although the 
corporate retribution is very frequently spoken of by the 
21 Fuerbringer, .21!• ill,., p. 75. 
22sutc11rre, ~- ill•• p. 66. 
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prophets. In fact, this had led some men to the false con-
clusion that from t he corporate punishment by suffering the 
idea of i ndividual suffering emerged. On this polnt H. E. 
Rowley said: 
It is s ,:,metimes supposed that Jeremiah and Ezekiel 
d1.scovered t he individual. Tbis 1a a gross exagger-
ation •••• It is not true that hitherto man had 
been regarded solely as a member of the community. 
Nor did t hese two prophets regard h1m solely as an 
individual. With them there came a new emphasis on 
the i n d~y1dual, rather than a di s covery of t he indi-
vidual.-.$ 
Another item frequently misinterpreted is that of the 
pre sent generation suffering for the evils and sins of the 
past generation. Thin is based in part upon the passage 
found i n Exodus 20:5 
for I t h e Lord your God am a jealous God, visiting the 
i n iquity of the fathers upon the children to the third 
and fourth generation of those who hate me, •••• 
Sutcliffe s t ated that the punishment of the aeeond and the 
third generation which persist in the same evil ways may be 
more severe, but this i n no way means that the sins of the 
fathers were unpunished until the later generations.24 
In summary, the Old Testament viewed au.ffering as a good 
discipline for t h e man of God. Suffering stimulated a person 
to prayer, daily repentance, and to rely upon God as his only 
source o~ strength. The total effect or suffering was that 
of drawing the child or God nearer to his God. 25 The great 
23Ib1d., P• 96. 
24Ib1d., PP• 68-9. 
25Peake, ~• .!:ll.•• PP• 123-24. 
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mystery of why this or that type of suffering, or why so 
much pain, was more easily acceptable as the Old Testament 
revelation developed the thought or a future life with no 
miseries, plus the equalization for things suffered here.26 
This thought of equalization paralleled the thought of suf-
fering, in that it was also developed on a national and on 
an individual level. Thus, before the people had clear 
revelation from God, they thought that suffering or afflic-
tion was a direct punishment from God for some sin which 
they had committed. This was interpreted as a warning from 
God, reminding them that they were to repent. Later, on the 
basis of additional revelation from God through His servants, 
the prophets, the child of God was led to see that out of 
Fatherly love God sent such discipline to try, to test, and 
to prove the faithfulness of each one of His sons. 27 Sanders 
also presented a detailed list of some eight different solu-
tions which the Old Testament offered in answer to the "Why?" 
of suffering. He concluded by saying: 
The single solution which has been most meaningful, 
aside from the eschatolog ical, in Judaism and r.hris-
t1an1ty is the view that God disciplines His people,
28 wholly and individually, to draw them closer to Him. 
26,!lli., pp. 126-27. See especially Daniell 
27sanders, ·.2£• cit., p. 116. 
28 Ibid., p. 1. At this point we mention that Sutcliffe, 
.2£• oit:-;--i,p. 1-38, presents a survey of the doctrine or 
suffering aa found in the Greek, Roman, and Egyptian reli-
gions, as well as a rather detailed treatment of the Baby-
lonian and Assyrian views. 
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Before we leave the Old Testament, it is proper to 
sketch the teaching or the rabbis concerning the doctrine of 
suffering . It appears and is commonly accepted that most ot 
their teaching is based on the Old Testament. Otto Michel 
cites three important views, or rather, three aspects of a 
total view of suffering which the rabbis taught. First, that 
pain is borne as an affliction by which sin is atoned for on 
this earth. Second, that the wicked will receive their due 
recompense for such a life already in this life. Third, that 
the chastisements are worthy of love (this is an expansion of 
Rabbi Akiba's teaching). For as an offering is propitiatory, 
so also chastisement is propitiatory. In fact the chastisement 
is more propitiatory than the offering because the offering 
flows from virtue, whereas the chastisement flows from love.29 
The many views on and various aspects of suffering which 
One thought 1s prominent in all of these rel1g1ono, namely, 
punishment for some sin which is committed against one's 
fellowman is sure to come. Striking is the feature that very 
little was cited as to fear of sinning against any or the 
gods, which might punish them. 
29M1chel, ~• cit., p. 297. "Im Rabbinat finden sich die 
gleichen Anscha11ungen. 1. Das Leiden w1rd ale Strafe schon 
jetzt gatragen, damit die Silnde hier auf Erden gebilszt 1st 
(Nachum aus Eimzo). In einer derartigen Legende f1ndet s1ch 
dis Fraga: "Warum veraohtest du die Zucht1gungen?" (1.Pea 9 
(21a) = i.Scheq. 5:6 (49a) = W. Wichmann a.a.0.82). 2. Auch 
der Lohn der Gegner soll sehon h1er auf Erden verabfolgt 
warden, damit 1hr Anspruch erlischt {Targ.Onk. zu Dt 7:10 
Ab.R.M.39 aw. Wichmann 83). J. "Liebenswert sind die Ziieht-
igungen" (R. Akiba}. Ein Schuler Akibas :t'ormuliert: Liebens-
wert sind die Zuchtigungen. Wie die Opfergaben begiltigen, so 
begutigen auch die Zueht1gungen ••• die Zuchtigungen be-
gutigen mehr ala die Opfergaben; denn die Opfergaben erfolgen 
am Vermogen, aber die Ziiohtigungen am Lieb." 
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were presented in this chapter may well have been imbedded 
i n t h e minds of the readers of the Epistle to the Hebrews. 
Thi s wou ld indicate the reason for a fuller explana t ion and 
more cmnpl ete revelat ion that suffering 1s n ot an end in 
itself , b u t rathe r a means or confirming the f a ith wh ich is 
within t h e person . The next chapter will deal specifically 
with the concept of chastiseme nt as we find it in the Epistle 
t o t he He brews. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE CONCEPT OF CHASTISE?-rn:NT IN HEBREWS 
Before delving into the rich material on the terms which 
con vey t h e concept of chast1sment, it would be well to gain 
a perspective of the train of thought of the entire book of 
Hebrews. With this in mind, we will obtain an appreciation 
f or t h e relationship of the concept of chastisement to the 
mai n thrust of the Epistle. 
The theme or the Epistle 1a stated in 2:1-4, which might 
be summarized: We must pay attention so that we do not drift 
away from so wonderful a salvation g iven to us through Christ 
our great Hi gh Priest. With rieh imagery and graceful thought 
progression the author of this Epistle proceeds to show that 
Christ was a far better leader, made a far better covenant, 
and is a better priest in that Re is eternally a priest, who 
i ntercedes for His .followers. The caution is g iven that the 
r eaders do n ot throw away such a great blessing and revert to 
Judaism. Furthermore, the author strongly places the faith 
of the individual in a prominent position , that or hope for 
the ruture r.est, as well as comfort for the many trials and 
tribulations in this life. Faith can and does comfort us in 
this life because it 1s the guarantee of Ood given to us that 
we will live, and are living the new 11fe. But because we 
cannot see, feel, nor analyze our faith, Ood has a means of 
proving it to us, the chastisements which He sends only to 
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His dearly loved sons. Therefore, bear them g ladly and 
patiently , knowing they are a proof of your sonsh1p. The 
Epistle con cludes with exhortations to live the life of 
faith through love, purity, obedience to superiors, and 
prayers for all men. 
Pa n oramic View of Chastisement 
The most complete treatment of chastisement in Scripture 
is f ou nd in Hebrews 12. Almost the first thing which one 
encounters is a very clear statement concerning the purpose 
of ch astisement. The author told the Hebrew Christians that 
ch as tisement is proof positive that they are sons of Cod 
(He b . 12:?ff.). Chastisement is the way that God teaches all 
men of faith a son's obedienoe, even as Jesus His only Son 
learned obedience through suffering (H~b. 5:7-8). As trials 
press in upon a man he learns to be patient (Heb. 6:15); he 
is encouraged to emulate the noble examples of patient and 
hopeful endurance enumerated in chapter 11. Hopeful endur-
ance carries one through the slanderous word and through the 
loss of property (Heb. 11:36-37; 10:32-39; 13:9); even to 
fearlessly facing the reality of imprisonment and sympa-
thetically remembering those imprisoned (Heb. 13:3). In the 
face of rigorous trials, encouragements were given to bear 
up as sons in order that they might receive the better things 
which were promised (Heb. 4:14-16; 6:9-10; 11--whole chapter). 
The author of Hebrews never interprets the aurrer1ngs of 
his readers as a punishment for some particular sins. In his 
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conception or it, these sufferings are chastisements, and 
chastisements enforce in action the warnings given to the 
readers of the Epistle to the Hebrews by their spiritual 
leaders. These warnings carry the one main message: "Do 
not slip away from the faith" (Heb. 2:1-2; 3:7-19; 5:11; 6:4-
8; tl al.)o When a son is beginning to fall away, God, wlth 
Fatherly love, places a trial upon the wayward son 1n order 
to raoall h1m to his faith .and the great salvation which 1s 
his e ternally by that faith. Thia great struggle to retain 
t he f ai t h is none other than the struggle against sin. The 
athle t i c image implied by t:i"o A' OY" , Hebrews 12: 1, may mean 
e i t her a reducing process by which excess weight la taken ott 
as the a thlete traina, 1 or the laying aside of any impediment 
t o r unni ng t he race of life properly as a Chriatian.2 The 
generie u s e of the artiele 1n Hebrews 12:l reminds us that 
the sin which the Hebrews were to resist was not one partic-
ular sin , but all ain.3 This fact, that sin is to be 
resisted, might easily have slipped past the minds of the 
readers of this letter, particularly when they were being 
oppressed, bated, and openly ridiculed. It could easily be 
that the readers could become so concerned about the outward 
lF. Farrar, The Early Deya ot Cbr1at1an1ty (Londonz 
Cassell, Petter, Galpin and 0.,1882), p. 462. 
2J. Harry Cotton, The Intei:preter's Bible 
Abingdon Press, 195~), XI"; 738. 
3c. J. Vaughn, The Esiatle to the Hebrews 
(New York: Macmillan ando., 18~);-j). 254. 
(New York: 
with Notea - _......__ 
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troubles that they paid no attention to the fleshly lusts 
which arise from their hearts.4 In order to be able both 
to resis t the i nward temptations and the outward affl1et1ona, 
a ma n must keep his eyes fastened on Jesus, the Author or 
his f a ith , •Tho sympathizes with him, understands him, and 
i nter c edes f or him. 
On Him therefor e mu3t the gaze be fixed if the runner 
1 s to endure , f or i n Hi m the rea sonableness, the 
beauty, and the reward of a li£e of faith are seen. 
F a i th ma n i fes t e d i ts e l f i n J e sus, especially in His 
~ -dur a n c e o f the cros~ 1n virtue or His faith in the 
result i n g joy beyond.> 
Ev en s o, the e y e of the Christiania to be f i xed on the joy 
wh ich i s beyond thi s life . But whi le the gaze of the reader 
o f the Epi s t l e to t he He brews is f ixed on Christ, he discovers 
that Ke uas made perfect through suff ering {Heb. 5:8-9).6 
By f ollowine Jesus' example, which also means that the Chris-
t ian o g a in a n d a gain goes to Jesus for forgiveness for not 
runn i n g the r a ce properly, the child of God is gradually 
be i ng l ecl to life . Vaughn has a good description of this life: 
In the f ull sense of life, in which it adds three things 
t o mere existence; (1) conscious, in distinction from 
veg o t able life, (2) satisI'ying, in distinction from a 
life of pain, shame, or misery, (3) everlasting, in 
distinction from the life which has death 1n prospect.? 
4John Owen , Hebrews: The Ep1Gtle £!. Warning (Grand Rapids: 
Kregel Publications, 1953), P• 247. 
5M. Dods, The Expositor's Greek Testament (Grand Rapids: 
Wm. B. Ee1~dmans75uhilsh1ng Oompany, n.d.), IV, 366. 
6we recognize that there 1s a difference between the obe-
dience, surrer1ng , and d1so1pl1ne which Christ lived and which 
we live. A thorough examination of th!s would earry us beyond 
the scope of this presentation. 
7vaughn, ~- cit., PP• 211-12. 
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Such a life i s indeed a joy worthy of the constant attention 
and care ful meditat i on, lest one fail to obtain it. 
The p roce ss of keeping alert, or eagerly hoping, of 
da i l y runn ing hard eaoh portion of the race set bef-ore us, is 
not such a n easy process. In love the Heavenly Father dis-
cern s t he need of each of His children. Whenever they tall 
into a l a x at t itude or become a bit indifferent towards sin, 
a chastisement is sent to recall t h em from their wandering 
wa y , s o that they do not lose their faith and the eternal 
li f e wh i ch is the full fruit of that faith. At first glance 
one mi gh t receive the impression that chastisement is a 
pure l y Ne w Te stament concept. In commenting on this matter, 
Otto Mich el proposed Hebrews 10:36 to be the starting point 
o f the major discussion of the concept of chastisement in 
He b rews. Very carerully , however, Michel points back to the 
Old Testa ment orig in of chastisement. He understands Proverbs 
3:11 t o be the basis of the Hebrews 12:5 quote, while also 
saying that Hebrews 12:1-11 ls the climax in this Epistle on 
the s ub ject of chastisement. He said: 
Gott zuchtigt gerade den Menschen, den Er lieb hat. Wie 
auch sonst im Hb 1st der Schriftbeweis nlcht nur Weiter-
fuhrung des Gedankens, sondern Verstarkung und Hohepunkt. 
Von diesem Schr!rtwort hang t die exegetische Ausfiihrung 
V. 7 -11 letzli ch ab.~ 
At this point we will begin to examine the terms which 
express the various aspects of the concept of chastisement. 
Botto Michel, Der Brief a n die Hebraer, in Meters Konunen-
tar (Gottingen: Vanderhoeck and Ruprecht, - 1957), XII, 287. 
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Both the noun and the verb contain the same basic 1dea 
in classical Greek , namely, "to rear a child." Liddell-Scott 
demonstr Eit ed that the most frequent meaning is "to educate" 
or " to teach a child." Often the verbal and physica l correc-
tion of discipline ere a part of this tra1ning.9 Concerning 
the uss be in the papyri, Moulton an d Milligan state: 
The idea of "discipline" is uppermost in the N. T. 
occurrences of this word {Eph. 6:4, 2 Tim. 3:16, Heb. 
12 :5 .7.8.11), but also for the more general sense or 
"trainin~' "education," both on the intellectual and 
moral sides, exx. can be .freely quoted from the 
papyri, •• 0 .10 
This general usage was dated back es far as B.c. 4 in the 
extant papyri. 
Long before this time 77ci~6,vw was a regularly used 
word. Homer used the term, and generation after generation 
passed it on. Finally it was the group celled the Sophists 
who were responsible for coining the educational concept or 
ffat6&'UW. Conoerning this last point, Bertram said: 
Daher kommt es zu der Frage naeh der Bildungsfahrigke1t 
des Menschen, £ die Sophisten beginnen den gr1ech1sohen 
9H. G. Liddell and R. Scott, Greek-English Lexicon 
{Ninth edition; Oxford: At The Claredon Press, 1953), pp. 
1286-87. 
lOJ. Mounton and G. Milligan, The Vooabulart or the 
Greek New Testament Illustrated fromthe Pap14Iorilna-
Rap!ds":Vm. B. Eerdmana Publishing Company• 49). p. 
474. 
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Begriff dar Pa1de1a ~ pragen.11 
Throughout the classical period we find a very general use 
of the concept ot7lcrt6'cfct. It was used to refer to education 
in Physi cs, .Mualc, Language, and Penmanship, etc. The term 
refers particularly to the public training of the young . 
"Das Te f <}Jetv 1st eine private, das 7lct15'etf£n,,. e1ne 
I 
cffent11 che Angelegonheit. 1112 Bertram goes on to demonstrate 
tha t the concept was restricted to tbe education of those who 
did n o manual labor and were thus considered free men. Thus 
the poor people, the slaves, the majority of the masses, and 
also t he women were exeluded.13 The gradual growth of schools 
had an influence on this t erm, begi nning to incorporate into 
one term both the meaning of discipline and instruction. 
Auch 7Jc,ltb£l/Ftv kommt mehrfach in dem allg Sinn von 
bi lden oder unterrichten vor •••• 7fotG'£cficv aber im 
Sinne von korperl1cher Zuchtigung etwa durch den 
Padaeogen 1st im auszerbiblisohen Gri~eh b1sh~r n1cht 
nachweisbar, -darf aber nach dem Angefunrten fur die hell 
Volkssprache wohl angenommen werden.14 
Pol1tically,7!Cttb£fd was · used to express the relation -
ships and boundaries of the individual over against the state 
11Georg Bertram, in Theologisches Woerterbuch zum Neuen 
Testament, heraus ge geben von Gerhard Kittel (Stuttgart: 
Verlag von v. Kohlhammer, 1954), V, 597. Herearter this 
arttcle will be referred to as!.• 
12,!ill., p. 598. 
lJib1d. 
14Ibid., P• 600. 
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or city, as the case may have been.15 Philosophically the 
term connotes man's relative relationship to the absolute 
concep t of perfect education, especially as Plato used it. 
"So 1st die notwendige tranazendente Ausrichtung der Paideia 
gefunden."16 
We turn now to the Old Testament to study the concept of 
chastisement 1n the Hebrew and biblical Greek usage. In 
addition to the discussion ot "1 c) 'l ')'J 
r 1n chapter three, we 
should here add some significant quotations from Bertram. 
The non-physical aspect of discipline, the intellectual, is 
st r e ssed e specially 1n the Law and Wisdom Literature according 
t o Bertram. 
Deis Wort gehort gewisz demaelben Begr1ffsfelde zu u 
kann such selber sowohl Zucht (1m sittlichen, nicht 1m 
biologischen Sinn) ala Zdehtigung bedeuten, aber ea kann 
auch einen mehr intellektualistischen Sinn annehmen u 
wiirde dann Bi ldung im Sinne des Besi tz;es von Weisheit 
Erkentn1es u Urteilsfah1 gke1t me1nen.l7 
He summarizes the whole concept in the brief but emphatic 
statement that all discipline stems rrom God and has its 
power and authority from God alone.18 
The prophets show the people that deportations, exiles, 
enemy invasions, are God's doing~ They are all interpreted 
as a call to repent and to turn from the evil ways as a 
l5Ib1d., p. 600. 
16tb1d., p. 602. 
17I!?ll., P• 604 • 
.. 18~., p. 605. "Alle Zucht wlrd aut' Gott zuruck-
getuhrt. In 1hlll 1st ihreAuthorltat'be'grrindet." 
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nation.19 Gradually the concept or 1nd1Y1dual chastisement 
and correction is almost lost amid the folk-piety. The indi-
vidual is viewed as o part of the larger whole--Israel, and 
so h1 s suff ar1ng s are to be also for the benefit of the whole 
--Israei. 20 
When the translators of the LXX came to express the 
thou ghts contained in 7 c> ~ YJ, they used --ffe~ Gee« • Strictly -, 
speaking, the classical meaning, as stated above,21 empha-
sized the instructional aspect rather than corporal fOMl'!S of 
discipli ne. Bertram presented this summary: 
Damit erhalten die griech Vokabeln e1ne neue, 1hnen 
urspr :fast fremde Bdtg. 71iJU8El.:A n1mI11t den Sinn von 
Zucht u Ziichti~ng in sich auf; andererseits aber 
dring t-in die a. lichen Tex te das 1ntellektuelle 
Moment von B1ldung , Erziehung u Unte~~1cht v1el welter 
e in , a ls das i m Urtext der Pall War. 
Th e r e fore, it 1s n ot an overstatement to say that the profane 
term, with much of its original meaning, came into the Greek 
Bible. It was a recognized raot in those days that the father 
was responsible ror the education or his child, either by 
training the child at home or by engaging a teacher ror the 
child. This is the "Sitz im Leben" of the term 71qc.SE41 .23 
Thus it was only natural for the term to pick up the religious 
19Ib1d., P• 606 • 
. 20ibid., p. 607. 
21supra. pp. 31-3. 
22 Bertram,!•, -2£• ill,., p. 607. 
230. Bertram, Ima!o Dei, compiled by He1nr1oh Bornkamm 
(Giessenz Verlag Von A rrecr-Toepelmann, 1932), P• 35. Here-
after this article will be referred to as ,m. 
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a spe c t s when applied to the anthropomorphic picture of God as 
Father , Mothe r, and King . 21~ 
In t he Psalter the term was employed to describe the 
chastisement or e d u.cat 1on from God t o teach Hie people His 
Holy 1,'11 1 1.. The prophetic writing s say more explicitly that 
these cha s t i sements took the form of i nvasions, exi les, etc. 
Thus a ll o f t he evidence points towar d the conclusion that 
the ter m ~ c. bE!d , once a purely intellectual. educational 
c oncept, i s now expande d to include phys i cal a ffliction as a 
p art o f God 's trai ning p lan for His peop le. 25 However, no 
mat t er h ow s eve re the affliction, it was never the intention 
t h a t the one afflicted should die from it.26 
Ext r emely interesting 1s the thought of the Jews that 
t he La w wa s set up to be a means of their education unto 11fe 
a nd salvat i on . When a person broke this Law, they viewed the 
puni shment a s a chastisement which came through the Law. 
Prom t his stage , the folk-piety tended toward a position which 
would rn~ke t he Law of God their almighty educator. In reality 
t his was e quating God's revelation in the Law with the training 
of' God through afflictions, which came upon them because or 
some infraction of the Law. 
Das Gesetz dient nioht e 1ner allmahlichen Erz1ehung des 
Volke s, sondern 1st Ausdruck des unbed1ngten Oottes-
wi llens, ohne dessen Erf ullung es uberhaupt keine 
24Ibid., p. 38. Note Deuteronomy 8s5 "Know then in your 
heart tfiit; as a man disciplines his son, the Lord your God 
di soiplines you. " 
25Ib1d., pp. 38-9. 
26Ihid., p. 45. 
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Geme1nschaft n1cht mit Gott gaben kann.27 
Before we study the New Testament usage of~€ ~£€,,q • 
the development and influence of the intertestamental period 
must be surveyed. Philo frequently employed the concept of 
--rTac6"£~d • On the basis of the general educational concept 
of the early Greek and the concept of chastisement common to 
the Jews, Philo developed a theolog ical--philosophical con-
cept which could be clothed with the history of God's plan of 
salvation for His people.28 
Josephus recognized the double-pronged meaning or 
7fq/~~<.l, the training as one's mental education and the 
training as one's religious or spiritual educat1on.29 Because 
of an ori ental influence upon him, Josephus does not specifi-
cally adhere to the concept revealed in the Old Testament. 
Bertram stated that: 
,-r-f' , , 
· //c;f t fet1£<V u "7/dt'~ll• werden also von Josephus 1m Sinne 
von Erziehung u B1ldung gebraucht. Die spezitiach at. 
liche Bdtg Zuoht u Zuohtigung glaubte er wohl se1nen 
Lesern nicht zumuten zu konnen.30 
Concluding the intertestamental period, we notice the 
influential ideas offered by the rabbinic traditions. Basic 
to their theolog y was the concept that: "die Erziehung durch 
27~ •• p. 33. 
28aertram, !•, 22• ~., P• 611. 
29~ •• p. 615. 
30Ibid. 
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Gott we s ent11ch Zuchtigung bedeutet."31 In an effort to rec-
on ci l e the mental diffi culties caused by the suffering , in 
r e ga rd t o c omprehe ndi ng God 's lov l n g n ature as co-existing 
with His wr a t h ful nature, the rabbis pictured God a s a God 
wi t h love i n one hand and wrath in the other hand. They 
p laced the emphasis in their concept of chas t isement upon 
God 's love and His correcting han d rather t h a n upon the suf-
f e r ing and l e ern1ne of man. Thie shift in emphasis from en 
a n t hrop ocen tri c v iew to a theocentric one is the most impor-
tant contr ibution of Judaistic theology. The answe r to a 
ma n ' s questi on of why he i s s µ ffcring c ome s from the Lord'e 
plan or traln1ng .32 This last thought is not clearly ex-
p r e ssed unt t l later t ime s . The Jewish peop le were taught, 
h owe ver, tha t s1n was followed by punishment, of which sick-
ness was a f orm. 
Sick ness i s a punishment for sin, a n d 1t ls a recognized 
formula that no man can recover from sickness uotil one 
(1.e. God) forg ives all his sins (Ba b .N'ed.4la) •. n 
Turning now to the !Tew Testament usag e of 7/t:t,f:e~ , 
we shall g ive special emphasis to the occurrences 1n the 
Epistle to the Hebrews. Thayer stated this meaning for Heb-
rews 12:6: "in b1bl. and eccl. use employed of God, to 
chasten by the infliction of evils and calamities"; end for 
31Ib1d., p. 615. 
32Ib1d., p. 617. 
330. Bertram, Bible Kea Words, translated by J. R. 
Coates (New York: Harper an Brothers, Publishers, 1951), I, 
45. 
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verse 7 h e said: "to chastise with blows, to scourge. n34 
Other lex icons list such meanings as: "to instruct or train 
up, 1135 ° to discipline with punlshment,"36 "to chasten, cor-
rect , or cha s tiae . 1137 Lensk i noticed the g~neral meaning of 
"edu c s t 1ontt i n the classic!! and the papyri anc. als o the e x-
pande d meaning _of 7/c,<rfi£~d in Hebrews 12: "the word means 
1 dir::cip l 1ne , ' and in the present connection painful disci-
p l i n e~ oo t hat we translate ' cho.stisement,' for it include s 
' scou.rging . '"38 Trer.ch conclu des t h at the men of r eligion 
p ourec l:l ne w me an!.ng int o t h e concept ffo<t S e/4, : 
Ths y f e l t and understood that all e ffectual ins truction 
i'or the s i nful child ren o f' men, includes and implies 
cha s teni n g , er, as we are accuetome d to say , out of a 
s ense of the same truth, ttcorrection."39 
In c ommenting on Hebrews 12:S Barnes is more pre cise in de-
f i ni n g the type of' affliction involved in 7'd£ G e/4 when 
h e s ta t ed: "does not refer to affliction 1n general, but 
that k i nd of affliction which is designed to correct us for 
34J. Thayer, A Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testa-
ment (l1ew Yor k: Harper and Brothers, Publishers'; ImJ7). P• 
413. 
3~obert Young, Analytical Concordance to!!!,! Bible 
( Twenty-seco11d Ame r i can e d! t io11 ; ffew York : Funk and Wagnals 
Company, 1957), p. 156. 
36Arndt-Gingrich, A Greek-English Lexicon or the New 
Testamen t (Chicago: University of Chicago Press-;-1957)-:-i). 608. 
37Abbott-S~1tb, A Manual Greek Lexicon or the New Testa-
ment (Third edition; ~dlnburgh: T. and T. Cluk-;-I9ID. p. 333. 
38tenski, Inte~retation or the ,iatle to~ Hebrews 
(Columbus : Lutheran ook doncern,1936 • p. 41:iT. 
39R. c. Trench, Synon~s g£_ the New Testament {Ninth edi-
tion; Grand Rapids: Wm. n. erdmans Publishing Co •• 1953), p. 
111. 
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our .faults, or which 1s of the nature of d1sc1pl1ne."40 Dods 
also is convinced that ~<~Eid refers to the whole tra1n1ng 
and education of the child.41 Wuest, however, adds that 
adults also receive such training from God, for they are al-
ways included in the concept or children of God. 
It speaks also of whatever 1n adults cultivates the soul, 
especially by correcting mistakes and curbing the pas-
sions. It speaks also of instruction which aims at the 
increase of virtue. The word does not have 1n 1t the 
idea of punishment, but of corrective measures whiph will 
eliminate evil in the life and encourage the good.42 
/ 
Westcott is in full accord with the idea that 7k:(£ f;e<J has 
mainly moral instructional connotations. He contrasted 
--,14Ji Fd~i.,,- and S <~d~..t&,v to show this: 
--rr:,,f~,{£,v, the habitual rendering of 7 ~;... in the LXX 
( about 4.0 times), suf_!gests moral training, disciplining 
of the powers of man, while S<bJ4"'Keo· expresses the 
communication of a particular lesson •••• The 
training given by~ great master is something far more 
than his teaching.43 
7/dcS£cd , as we have discussed it thus far, is used 
in Hebrews to refer to divine discipline. Emphatically Del-
itzsch stressed this point in his exposition of Hebrews 12:11: 
"But as at vers. 7, 8, 77(,uf, ~41 is used simply !'or di vine 
40A. Barnes, Notes on the New Testament {London: Blackie 
and Son, 1832), IX, 307.- - -
4lnods, .2E.• ill•, p. 365. 
42Kenneth Wueat, Hebrews in the Greek New Testament ror 
the English Reader (Grand Rapfda:Vm. B. Eer"dmana Publishing 
Company, 1947), p. 217. 
43a. F. Westoott, lli Epistle to the Hebrews (Grand 
Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1951), p. 402. 
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chast isement, so here 77ofo-(J. '"//ofC fi£ {tA is every kind ot 
chastening that comes trom Ood . "44 Furthermore, he makes a 
di stin c t ion between 7/iuGtfA and EA &J,;('W: 
Such experience of suffering imposed by the wisdom ot 
divine love is here called ,a ':'/"Y.1 (~c6EL°(l( ), a 
fatherly d1s~ipJ1ne or procesa of education, and 
5?71':J.., 51 C•Ae,;y er4'dc ) , reproof, such as makes 
con scious of our fpylts and errors, and so prompt s 
moral i mp rovement.4~ 
us 
our 
For a brief moment we shall investigate more thoroughly 
:, / 
t he c ont ribut ion which S ;,£f1 p; makes t o the concept ot 
c hast i sement. Liddell and Scott 11st t wo basic meanings: (a) 
"to d1s gr ace , pu t to shame"; (b) "to cross-examine, question." 
Ma ny varia t i ons of (b) are given, eueh as "to test, to prove, 
to r efu t e , to expose, to decide a dispute," ete.46 Buchsel 
s tresse s t h e fact that these second meanings were later.47 
Thaye r not es t hat the New Testament usage means "to correct: 
(a) b y word--admon1sh or reprove ; and {b) by deed--chasten or 
puni sh." The latter is applied to Hebrews 12:5.48 Cremer ia 
not nearly as strong 1n his stress upon the actual punishment, 
44F. Delltzsch, Commentary on the Eftistle to the Heb-
r ews , translated by T. K1ngsbury\Grandap1ds:Wm-:--ff.-
Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1952), II, 323. 
45Ib1d., P• 312. 
46Liddell-Scott , ~• cit ., P• 531. 
47Buchsel, in Theologishohes Woerterbuch zum Neuen Test-
ament, herausgegeben von G. Kittel {Stuttgart:-veriag von V. 
Kohlhammer, 1935), II, 407. "Spater heiszt es: a. durch 
1Toerfuhrung, Wlderlegung uam besohimen, auch: b. tadeln, 
anderseits c. uberfilhren, widerlegen, dann geradezu d. deuten 
aufweisen, achl1eazl1ch auch: e. ausforschen, untersuchen." 
48Thayer, .2R• ill•, p. 203. 
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although he suggests "blame and reprimand" as meanings of 
::, / 
£~rJ1uJ .49 It would seem from the way the term is used 
alongside the more general term -rlc,i~fle/4 , that punishment 
or discipli n e 1s the full wei~ht of the terrn • .50 Thus Vaughn 
correctly sta tes: "Under this last fall the passages in 
whi ch, as he1~e, a Divine Person is the reprover, and the re-
proof is not in word but 1n act."51 Buchsel supports the 
action -asp ect by poi nting to the measures of correction, the 
ste~s , the rep~oo~s, and reminders. 
Sie bezeichnet im Unterschied von ~ 'Zlit5£P£~JI" und 
•~~, hinter denen die Vorstellung von der vaterlichen 
Zuchtigung steht, die Zucht und Erziehung der Menschen 
du1•cb Gott als Ausflusz se1nor richterlichen 'fat1gke1 t. 
Dabei u.rnfaszt der Begriff der Zucht alle Stufen und 
Masznahmen der Erziehung von der ~berfuhrung des Sunders 
b ts zur Z~chtigung und Bestrafung, von der Erziehung des 
Frommen durch harte Zuchtmittel bis zu 
5
seiner Zurecht-
wetsu ng 1:m Sinne d.er Lebre und Mahnung. 2 
r p ass ing we note the t the Jews attached to chastisements a 
t ypo of atcn~rnent or penance for their sins.53 
:, .,, 
In concluding our investigation of i!-4Ej7UJI we recall 
that it was used by the Old Testament and later Judaism as a 
warni n g reminder to fight the battle against si~. The rabbis 
strong ly urged one brother to watch over another and to 
49H. Cremer, Biblio-Theologioal Lexicon of New Testament 
Greek, translated by Wm. Urwick (Edinburgh: T. ancr-T. Clark, 
1878), p. 248 • 
.50Arndt-Gi,ngr1ch, ..2!?.· cit., pp. 246-49. 
5lvaughn, 2E• cit., p. 261. 
52nuohsal, 212.• cit., p. h.71. 
53Ib1d., p. 471. "sondern zureohtweisen, namllch: :!2!!. 
der Sun~ur Busze welsen." 
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reprimand whenever neceAsary. But the concept of God as the 
One who watches over men and reproves them stems from the Old 
Testame nt, not rabbinical trad1t1on.54 Therefore,JJ£f{'!#CYDS 
in Hebrews 12:5 is no less than a stern reprimand trom God in 
ei t her word or action; possibly in both word and action. 
Whenever the divine d1sc1pl1ne descends upon a person, 
it is always in the sphere of the loving atmosphere of the 
Father - son relationship. Because the Father is the father. 
He mus t exercise discipline and measures of correction for 
His s on 's own welfare. One of the most salutary effects ot 
--rfd< fl2/4 is the awakening of the conscience so that the son 
r e cognizes his sins end turns away from them. 
Des Verhaltn1s zwischen Vater und Sohn 1st ala s1tt-
liches durch die Erziehung, Zucht und Zucbt1gung be-
st immt, die der Veter dem Sohn aus verantwortlicher 
Lie b e gewahrt. De es sieh Hb 12 um sundige Mensehen 
hendelt, die ihre Sunde von s 1 ch aus n1cht erkennen 
k onnen, tritt .,nebe~ die 77ctl'b'e/4. die mehr richterliche 
Funktion der Ubertuhrung und Bestra.fung .55 
Bertram painstakingly emphasizes that chastisement is not an 
end in itself, but only a means to an eternal end--lite with 
God f orever. Thus when a Christian suffers, he is placed be-
side Christ his example and Redeemer, on Whom every aurrerer 
is to meditate•- GYA~?"r,~£. Hebrews 12:3. Such medita-
tion will reveal the transitory nature of chastisement, which 
is given that one might have joys with the Father as Christ 
54~ •• p. 472. 
55Bertram, !•• .21?.• ill•• p. 620. 
4.3 
also had, Hebrews 12:2. Therefore, it was almos~ inevitable 
that Christianity would include all suffering in their con-
cept of -?/d~Ge~ • 
Gewi s z gehoren auch im Chri stentu.m 774,GE~ und )uSr.r 
zusammen; 7'Af/b£4 bringt zunachst nicht F~eude, sondern 
die Anstrengung des Ubens, aber die Fl-ucht aller Mi.ibe 
ist die Gerecht1gkeit 1m Prieden (T:tb 12,11).56 
In completing our discussion of '1Jd/b £~d , we would 
s t a te that this term describes God's action for and upon His 
people . Whenever He notices a son goi ng astray, corrective 
measures are sent upon him. Bernes says : "He will not suf-
rer them to wander away unrebuked and unchecked, but will 
merc i f u lly reclaim ther,1 though by great suffering. n57 The act 
of chack1ng and reclaiming is done through words of stern re-
, / 
buke, as was pointed out in the e)£JJ'u/ discussion, and also 
through dead which spring from God's corrective hand. By the 
pressure and guidance of God, the wayward sinner recognizes 
his f a ults, returns to his Lord, and thus is delivered from 
the snare of the dev11.58 Michel calls attention to the ract 
that '77d/~£jJ, while retaining its general meaning of educa-
tion, also connotes the painful chastisements. "In dieeem 
56rb1d., p. 622. 
57Barnes, 2£• cit., p. 307 • 
.58Bertrarn, K. • ~- o1 t., p. 624. "Es handelt s1ch wohl 
auch nicht um ein atrafendes Zurechtwe1sen mit Worten--daa 
ware ~Jijxe,...- --, sondern um 77iidi'ZV£ltl" • die Ausi.ibung eines 
erziehlichen Einflusses, der, wenn Gott es gibt, Umkehr zur 
Erkenntnis der Wahrheit und damit Rettung aua der Schlinge 
des Teu£els bringen soll." 
44 , 
g anzen Umkreis wird ~t',££,J ale Zu.'cht1gung 1m schmerzha:t'ten 
Sinn ve rstanden, •• • • u59 
~ / 
~dtrCe,J'OaJ 
In Hebrews 12:6 7TaFb£UfU is followed by .,//dtrTc.lP• In 
v i ow of the f act that "l1i,~iE6E,ir !.n the biblical sense can and 
does i nclu de phys1. cal hnrdships, one wonders why ~ru,"~ 
i s ndded here. An 1nvest1ga1on of the term will provide ao~e 
n n s uers. 
/ 
Th e classical meani ng or~dd"'T~dv !s centered around the 
idea o f whippin r:; e a e punt8r.t"lent. 111.rhipp!ne:" 1s the only def-
:tn!.t1 on Li ddell ond Scott r:!.ve.60 With the so.me meaning , a 
p np~r u s ernploy e the terM to cee!r;natc the rewe.r.d of a fugitive 
s lave who was apprehendea.61 Bauer, i n 1cterprot1ng the pre-
_,.- / 
c1 ~e rlef~r.d . t:t on ln Hebrews 12 ~ 6 Rays that ~ar{ 'J-6W meant: 
"Rtre :fe n er zuchtigen. n62 Arndt and rangrich t'ollow him.63 
Abbott-J mi th61.t. and Thayer stronp-ly emphe s i 7-e the metaphorical 
t one ot' ,,fldtrTiJ/w , alt.houch The.y~r elso edmi te that C-od 
59M1chel, .2.E.• cit., p. 296. 
bOL1ddell-Scott, ~• ill,., P• 1083. 
61Moulton and r.Ulligan, El?.• ill,., P• 390. 
l:.\.ralter Bauer, rrr1ech1sch-Deutsches Woerterbuch zu den 
Schriften des Neuen Testaments und der ubri~en urchr1st11clien 
L1terature~1fth edition; Berlin: Verlag A~rrea Toepelmsnn, 
1956}, p. 978. 
63 4 6 Arndt-Gingrich,~- cit., p. 9 • 
chastiee--of" God for d1sc1p!Tii'e." 
"fig. a. punish, 
64Abbott-Sm1th, 2E.• ,ill., p. 280. 
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scourges 11by affliotions. 1165 Michel, however, points us back 
to the source of this quotation in Hebrews 12:6, namely, Prov-
erbs 3 : 11-12. 66 Comparing the Greek text with the Hebrew text 
of Proverbs 3, one notes that the author of Hebrews ls quoting 
from the LXX . Fully aware of the classical 1nean1ng of 
/,l~r~tfw I Michel asserto that in this context it serves to 
emphasi z e t he p hysica l pai n aspect of 77dLfie~~ • Carl 
Schneider acknowledges the original connotation s s ti ll 1nher-
,,. 
ent in pttrt-ejdW, while also clearly displaying t h e Chris-
tian f orce taken on. 
~ / 
Ubertragen begegnet.,P4rl'i,; Hb 12,6 1n einem Zitat aue 
Pr v 3, 12 i n der Bedeutung : ein e Erziehungss t. ra f e e r•te11-
en. Wie die Erziehung eines geliebten Kindes Schlage 
~uwe ilen not1. g macht, so schi.iig t such Gott die Se-!.n 6 n 
zuwei len . Dae Leid w1rd vom Chr1steo
8
als Erwe1s gott-
lichbr e rz1ebondcr Liebe verstenden. 6 
/ 
IlowevE:?.., , in hi s e.1"tic.le on /dr-ri, , Sc hne ir'ler does not as-
se r t defi nltely Hh t her t h:J. s is a me t a phor l cal ~ s e or e n actu-
a l b odi l y a f fl1ctlon . 6~ Deli t z s ch i s f o r a stl~~ct l y physical 
beating : ~3 e makes us t o feel Eis chnstenl ng r od ; • n70 
cit ., - p. 392. 
66
111ch0 l~ .QE.• ill•, p • 296 • 
67:~upra, p. h 3. See conelud1np; remnrk under mrG e!c, • 
68ca~l Schneider, 1n Theologisches Woerterbuch ~ Neuen 
Testament, herausge ~eben von G. Kittel (Stuttgart: Verlag von 
V. Koblhammer, 1ql+2>, IV, 521.~. 
69rb1d. "a1nd an der zweiten bei Au1'zahlung der Leiden 
der Martyrer wohl Ge1szelh1ebe in der Synsgoge gemeint. " 
70nelitzsch, -2£• ill•, II, 312. 
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,, 
Concluding the discussion ot_,Pdo'Cc;ow, we assert that 
the evi den ce is in favor of the meaning of an actual physical 
hardship which God imposes upon His child. To t h e extent 
that a n a ctual whip made of leather straps is not laid to the 
bar•e back of the sinner, this term oan easily be understood 
a s pa rtially metaphorical; 1n that the afflictions are hitting 
t he person as a whip would, it is not exclusively metaphori-
cal. I n n o case however could this term with ita classical 
background mean just a verbal tongue-lashing. The physical 
a s pect of p ain and suffering 1s indeed sufficient reason for 
the author of Hebrews to add precisely this term to 7/d,S~~d, 
which b y itself could be taken to mean verbal chastisement. 
At first glance one might say this is the purpose or 
goal of ch astisement, namely that men subject themselves to 
God and His Holy Will. That it is indeed, but also much 
more. Because the child of God does not subject himself to 
God's Will, he is chastised in order that he may again bring 
.., ., 
himself under God's control. Thus we shall explore {/7/b«:ilrtr'-
to ascertain what type of subjection is desired by God and 
also worked by Him through chastisements. 
In classical usage this term might mean either "to ar-
range, to assign" or in the passive, "to subject one's self 
to some rule or super1or."7l The usage in the New Testament 
71tiddell-Scott, .sm• g!., P• 1897. 
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especially in Hebrews 12:9, shows no basic change 1n meaning.72 
From t he context Westcott draws a comparison between the 
pa rtial submiss i on due an earthly parent a nd the total s ubmis-
sion du e t o Goa.73 Lenski d iscovers that: 
bei n g sub j ect to Him includes our willing acceptance of 
His c hastisements ••• and •• • willing accep tance of 
our e n tire relationship to Him as our Father,. we being 
H1 s sons. It 1s thus that "we shall llve."7~ 
Marcus Dods come s to the same conclusion that life exists by 
subje ct i on to the F'ather of our spirit .75 Delitzsch pre-
sented a panoramic view of subje ction. He correctly S•3es all 
life u n der the control of God, including man who must submit 
to Fath erly discipline. 
For t he h uman spirit is not an absolute principle of 
li fe 1 n man, but one dependent upon God its source. It 
lives only from and with and 1n Him. To subject our-
s elv e s to t h e FatheJ' ~ sp1►1tJ 1s,a~essent1a_},...;ondi-
t1 on of our life-- udt1l.,.1"'JJ8'!J,ll«rlf .luc ;r•'"'.,,M•~ ?7/Y-
here , as at X.38, expresses true, abiding , not merely 
trans i ent or apparent life, life in accordance with the 
true idea of humanity , i.e. likeness to God and commus -
io n with Him. 76 
Miche l also stresses the dependence of j#'tr!,PeY u pon 
/ 
'td0~r~ea9.& as man's only possibility of entrance into the 
e s chatolog ical life.77 Furthermore, he directs attention to 
72Arndt-G1ngr1ch, .2£• £!!., p. 855. 
73westcott, ~• ill•, P• 404. 
74Lensk1, -2£• ill_., p. 445. 
75Dods, .21?.• ,ill_., p. )68. 
76nel1tzseh, .EE.• ill•, P• 320. 
??Michel,~• cit., p. 300. "Die Zusommenordung der be1-
den Verben 1st In W1rkl1chke1t Abhangigkeit des zweiten vom 
ersten : nur durch Unterwerfung empfangen wir das eschatolog-
1sche Leben." 
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the fact that a stronger expression or the submission concept 
is to be found in chapter two, verses five and eight.78 In 
" -r:. / Hebrews 2:5,8v7ll"'a-o-41 is used th:ree times 1n the aorist tense. 
Verse 5 is a promise to the Christian that he will be a ruler-
in the new world, whereas verse 8 directly places everything 
under the divine rule of Ch:r1st. Michel points out that men, 
not angels or devils, shall rule in the "zukunftige Welt." 
From this passage, he a s serts that thoughts of the Kingdom or 
God arose, especially during trials.79 
For our pu:rpose, we note that Hebrews 2:6 haa an argu-
ment !. minore ad ma1us--3Y8~1Tos -- tfto's ctYIJ~u. Man 
i s to rule over the new world, but the Son of Man has all aa 
/ 
Hi s footstool. Since Jhv--r.i.. ia used, one may correctly say 
that all m.en are to be subject unto Ch:rist, who revealed the 
Father and told men to do the Father's Will. Not only did 
Chri s t ~eveal the Father, but He was subject (obedient) unto 
Him, even to the point of being made lower than the angels 
for a time (Heb. 2:9). By so doing He won salvation for men; 
He remained obedient through sufrering (Heb. 2:9-10). This 
note is picked up again in Hebrews 12:2-3 as encouragement 
for the Christian. The "Son of Man" received suffering from 
the Father, therefore, "man" can expect the same from the 
same from the Father. If suffering made Christ perfect--
78.!.!?.!.!i., p. 300. 
79Ib1d., p. 70. Michel has a complete discussion, pp. 
69f'r. --
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bc-1 77d"rP~lr41v -r~)e?t.du-.t~ --how much more needed are 
sufferings for the sinful man. Thus the thrust of 
i s that a man willingly accepts and "holds still under" the 
chastening hand of God. In other words, little man 1a sum-
mone d t o bow before the Almi ghty ~1111 or God his Creator, 
Redeemer, and Preserver. 
Closely linked with the bending of the will to obey God's 
Will in all respects 1s the endurance and patience to bear up 
under all the trials and afflictions. The Christian must 
keep hi s will subservient to God's Will, that means endurance. 
Both the noun and the verb are used in Hebrews with no 
bas i c diff erence in meaning. Liddell and Scott give three 
particularly pertinent definitions: "to be patient under, " 
"to stand firm," and "to submit or bear. 11 80 Endurance of 
scourging as pun1shment,81 endurance as a virtue shown by a 
martyr's conduct, denotes "an inward feeling, as well as an 
n82 outward conduct, • • • • 
Classioall~ the term began as an ethically neutral term. 
says Hauck, but later incorporated into itself the idea of 
bravely withstanding evil. 
80Liddell-Soott, .2£• ill,., P• 1889. 
81Moulton and M1111gen, .2£• ill.•• p. 658. 
82Ibtd., P• 659. 
so 
~ / .. 
Aber vie die v,r9,v?? ■pater in de• Reihe der grlech 
·Tugenden e1ne hervorragende Stelle bekOllllllen hat, eo 
uberw1egt 1n u'Rtfll6~•1vder Bep1tt de1 tapteren Stand• 
haltena daa dem tfbe1 m.innl1oh trotzt,H) 
The Old Te■tament depicts the endurance and contidenoe 
or the pious as baaed upon their hope 1n an all-pevertul 
covenant God who would be their Helper and Protector 1n t1ma 
ot all need. 84 Before the end of the Old Teataaent time, the 
believers knew that God worked .-Bl• chastening through earthly 
means. They were also confident that He vaa -•••r-preaent to 
aid them, while at the same time producing the quality of 
patfence within the character or th~ peraon chaat1eed. 
So treibt die at.11ohe Religion den Froaaen nicbt un-
mittelbar su minnl1cb-tapferer Standhatt1gke1t an, 
aber ale verleiht ibm mittelbar mit dem ·Vertrauen ald 
den daa Recht acbutzenden und achliezlich durch-
aetzenden Gott eine ■tarke lnnere Fahlgkeit dea 
Auahaltena, die dann auoh atark den quietlatiaohen 
Character der harrenden und tragenden Oeduld gewinnen 
kann.ts5 · 
Cremer doe•• omamendabl• Job ot expreaalng the ChP1•• . / , "\. ,, 
tlan baada ot llfl!,l,t"~ •• e.A7Ti 5 1 
It denote• the peouliar payehological clearne■a and 
deflnlt~n••• which hope attain■ in the economy ot pao•• 
by Tlrtue, on the one hand, ot lt■ d1at1not1Te obaNc••• 
excluding all wavering, doubt, and uncertainty; and on 
the other, 1ncontorm1ty v1th 1ta aelfaaeertion allid ,u 
• 
83Bauok, in 1'heolo~•otff WoeTtirbucb sum Weuen T••'t• 
!!!..9i, berauegegeben Ton .telS uttgart: Verlag Ton. 
ltoluha111aer, 1942), IV, S8S. 
~ 84.ntd., p. S87. "Gott 1at ja elneatell• 4er All-
■acbt1ge, ••• er 1•t Tor all- der Bundeagott • ••• • 
ssru,.. P• sea. 
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contradictions of this present world.86 
e / 
Other lexicons express the main aspect of Uff~erw as 
"holding out" or "perseveringn87 plus a firm loyalty to one•a 
faith in spite of all trials which may come.88 Trench high-
lights the bravery aspect even more than Cremers 
the brave patience with which the Christian contends 
a gainst the variou~ hindrances, persecutions, and temp-
tations that befall him in his conflict with the inward 
and outward world.89 
On the basis of this brief discussion we already mark a 
remarkable fact. Patience, hope, and endurance all have a 
connection with faith. Michel saw this and declares: 
E s entspr1cht der besonderen Lage, in de~ sich die Leser 
des Briefes betinden, dasz Glaube und Langmut (6.12), 
Glaube und Geduld (10.36,39: 12.2), Glaube und Rof!'ung 
{11.l) sich zusammenschlieszen.9O 
,,,. ,, 
Sometimes Vffg,IIOY'I/ will take on the 1'orm of standing firm 
and at other times it will be a confident trust in God to 
carry out His promises.91 In this connection we note that 
"faith" in the Epistle to the Hebrews comes very close to 
being equated with "endurance" unto the end. Michel acknowl-
edges a connection between faith and endurance, but makes no 
86 Cremer, .2.2• ill•, p. 420. 
87Arndt-Gingrich, .21?.• ill•, pp. 853-54. 
88 
Thayer, 2E_, cit., p. 644. 
89Trench, .21?.• ill•, p. 197. 
90Mtchel, .s!E.• ill,., P• 2~. 
91Ib1d., pp. 240-41. "(1114.,P,J'?/ 1st im NT die eigent-
liche Le1denstrucht, die Standhatt1gke1t in der An1'ectung. 
Die 77oee~o-eoa nimmt 1n Zeiten der Vertolgung die Geatalt 




The fine line of d1st1nct1on between -r,,a-T,s 
C / 
and v7t_gpov 7/ 1n Hebrews is spelled out by Farrar: 
Faith in St. Paul is oneness with Christ; in this writer 
it has Christ for its example. It is not the instru ment 
of justification, but the condition of access. It is 
used in a sense more easily intelligible, end there fo~e 
mo1. . e likely to be widely accepted. It 1s "Christ for us" 
rather than "Christ in us." Hence faith, as treated 1n 
this Epistle, becomes very closely allied with "endur-
ance to the ena. 1193 
~ ,, ::, ., / 
On the basis of Hebrews 11:1-- f:crlfv Ii£ 7f'ia-7,5 e.,,77",f9cvos 
C :-r- / 
unoo-t-°'0---1, , we can firmly assert that .fa1 th has the same 
c onnection with hope as does endurance. Hope carries within 
it the future look. This indeed was in the faith of Noah 
while working hard and long years upon the ark (Heb. 11:7); 
it was in the faith of Abraham when he left home, journeyed 
into a strang e land, even while offering up Isaac (Heb. 11:9). 
In fact verse 13 of chapter eleven summarizes the hope of all 
t h e .faithful as a future attainment: "These all died in 
f a ith, not having received what was promised, but having seen 
1t and greeted it from afar • ••• " Because of this parallel 
.:, / / 
r e l a tionship with e~711s and 7T/d't,s 
~ r 
, {JllqftO>'~ could 
easily be interchanced 1n most occurrences in Hebrews without 
any s e rious alteration of the flow of thought. 
We mentioned before that eJ7fts was the basis upon 
which a person can "bravely remain under a load" of trials.94 
92Ib1d., p. 24. See text quoted in note 90. 
93Farrar, .212.• ill•, p. 319. 
94Lensk1, ~• ill,., P• 373. 
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This submission or obedience 1s both "passive endurance and 
active obedience •••• "9S While explaining the nature ot 
the enduran ce of the many hardships described in Hebrews 10, 
Delitzsch says: 
It is only that unshaken, unyielding, patient endurance 
under the pressure of trial and persecution,that stead-
f a stness of faith, apprehending present blessings, and 
of hope, with heaven-directed eye anticipating the 
glorious future, which obtains what it waits for.96 
C / 
Vaughn, too, stresses the .faith-hope aspects of lllTg,,P1JV'7/ • • 
as a spiritual grace, having as its two ingredients the 
upward look and the onward look; the one the conscious-
ness of a hand over us, the other the expectation of a 
futur-e of explanation and blessing .97 · 
' / 
A concluding note on 1.1JT911Y~ • In Hebrews 6:12 and 15 
/ 
we find _pdlre"/}~£11 used instead ot 
L' , 
u?r'!,#"Y?J • Trench 
draws thi s distinction: 
/ 
j/d Neolllf,H<d wi 11 b, found,, to express pa tie nee in re-
spect o.f pers9!1s, vlT~oY?? in respect of things. The 
man ,,P4lte"O~ e~ , who, ha-ving to do with injurious 
persons, does not suffer himself easily to be provoked 
by them, or to blaze up into anger (2Tim.iv.2). The man e , 
uff~ev£c , who, under a great sieg e o.f trials, bears up, 
and does not lose heart or courage (Rom.v.3; 2Cor.1.6; 
cf. Clement of Rom, I Ep.#5). We should speak, there-
fore, o.f the.,..atKe~Bv..,H£i of David (2Sam.xv1.10-13), the 
v7To.,,UtJY¥' of Job {Jam.v.11).98 
~ / 
The exhortation to remain firm and persevere--£ts 7id1G££dv 
,; / 
U7T:JPE~£r-Te --Hebrews 12:7, has 1ts parallel and example in 
951-1uest, 2£• ill•, p. 214. 
96nel1tzsoh, ~• ill,., P• 197. 
97vaughn, .2E.• ill•, p. 210. 
98Trench, ~• .£!!., p. 198. 
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Chris t , who not only did suffer hwnan trials (Heb. 12:3}, 
C / -.::u / 
but also u~e~Yev d"'-'due6 Y {Heb. 12:2). The author or Heb-
rews encourages h1s readers to follow the example of Christ 
who looked to the joy which lay ahead, and thus only can men 
bear their trials with patient hopefulness. Hauck points out 
t h at the streng th to bear these trials comes from Christ. 
This strength is sufficient for us to endure all trials and 
t est s sent us. 
Eindr1ng11ch mahnt der Hebraerbrief, 1 der a n/eine ver-
folgte Gemeinde gerichtet 1st, zur u7T9iOY~. Die 
Le ser, welohe einst dem feindlichen Angriff schwerer 
Verfolgungsleiften tap.fer st.§indgehalten haben (10,32: 
c10::J"fo-tv u7T~e~vaT£ ?7al1~a7"'L,VV ) , sollen gegenwart1g 
dies e lbe Standhattigkeit beweisen (v36) , um die Ver-
he1szung zu gew1nnen1 Auch 1n dem Bild vom Wettlauf 
( 12, l) erinnert die ""~'.,,,an das angespannte Durch-
h a l ten bis zum Sieg, das die Vorausaetzung fur den 
Empfa ng des Kamp fpre1ses 1st. Der Blick der zur Stand-
haftiglcei t geforderten Christen soll dabei aut den Vor-
b i ld-Martyer Christus gehen, dessen Passion als e1n 
korperl1ches und ~eelisohes Bestehen des rurchtbaren 
Sc h.Innchtodes (u1tyeo'EY cr74veLl'v- ) in Verzicht auf Freude, 
unter Verachtung iuazerer Scha9de und Ert~agen feind-
licher Auflehnung gegen 1hn (u7Ti!,PU/&r¥.1Vo74 • •• 
aVZ-c.-1oit £e,v ) beschr1eben wird ( 12, ~f). Das standba.fte 
Bestehen der Le1densprufungen wird fur s1e d~n inneren 
Wert einer gottlichen 77dt.E<d haben {12, 7).99 
The author or Hebrews employs several terms, some of 
wh i c h are rarely used 1n Biblical Greek, as supplementary to 
e ,,. 
the concept set forth by Ull'!,,P"Y?/ • We shall pause for a 
brief review of five of these words. 
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In classical usage the word contains the basic idea of 
"holding fast" or "possessing."lOO Hense draws attention to 
t he fact t hat from the vantaee point of religious history 
/ 
t here are two special meanings which K4U-1u1 acquired: (a) 
t o b e possessed by a demon; (b) to bee prisoner ot Goa.101 
Th e author of Hebrews employed this term with a meaning 
d i f'ferent .f1' om the rel1gioua-hi.storical use of sp1r1 t pos-
s eosi on . Re makes the Christian the possessor in spirit of 
/ 
thi ngs promised. ):/q/£1~ urges the believer to make 
sure t hat h e holds securely unto this promise of the eternal , 
rest .102 Wuest aptly expresses the meaning of # oi7£:Y /,,6J r 
"literally •to hold down.• It speaks here of a firm hold 
wh ich masters that· which is held.nl03 Of the three occur-, 
rences of N47£}ftJ, Hebrews 3:6,14 are aorist subjunctive, 
whi le Hebrews 10:23 1s present subjunctive. Concerning the 
lOOtiddell-Scott, .2£• ill,., p. 926. 
101Hanse, in Theologisches Woerterbuch zum. Neuen Testa-
ment, herausgegeben von. Kittel (StuttgartT'Verlag von v. 
Kohlhammer, 1935), II, 829. "a.HAH~IIY'94~ tieaesaen ae1n, 
bege1stert werden m1t dem Able1tungen ,,l,&,tHJA,l('die Beaesaen-
heit •••• b. Ganz unabhingig davon 1st der Gebrauch von 
Hko;:riJ5 und /f'qTo;,~/ fli°r Oottesgefangener und Gotte-
sha.ft • • • • " 
102Thayer, -2£• ill,., p. 340; Arndt-Gingrich, .2E.• ill•• 
p. 424. 
lOJtvuest, .2£• ill•• p. 181. 
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specific intention of aorist, Lenski remarks: "hold taat 
definitely."104 
Whet are the readers of Hebrews to hold on to? Delitzach 
says a conr ess i on. 
But this hope in ·us (IPet.11i.15), like the faith trom 
which it springs, being full of joyous assurance (ch.vi. 
11), cannot remain dumb; 1t must speak, and gi ve a 
reason both to friends and enemies of its own existence. 
I t utter s a t6~nk confession which we are to hold 
faat •••• 
Lenski quotes Seeberg as being near to the truth in assuming 
t hat 11 t he Church had a kind of fixed catechism as its confes-
/ 
s i on . 11106 ·Michel penetrates to the real object of .l{,/TE)f IJ • 
namely t he contents or the g#o°"J'9~~dY- -- o e7/41~1~.fo~YdS 
Hebrews 10:23. The confession is both the individual's words 
and the formulated confession. 
II / 
~6~~t'~ 1st hier beides, formuliertes Bekenntnis und 
Wort des Einzelnen, der bekennt. Es geht h!er nicht um 
e1n Sundenbekenntnis, sondern um die Auslegung des in 
der Geroe1nde verkundigten He1les. Vielleicht 1st Hb 
eine Pred!gt, die kultisohei liturgische Geme1ndetrad1-
t1onen interpretleren soll. 07 
Hense comes to the very same conclusion: "rnit dem Herzen-
festhaltet das Wort, des 1ch euch einst als frohe Botacba~t 
geseg t habe."108 Although Michel arfirms the possibility or 
l04Lenaki, .212• ill_., p. 108. 
l05nel1tzaoh, .2.E.• ill•• p. 161. 
l06tensk1, .2E.• .tl!.·. p • 356 • 
107M1chel, .212• cit., - p • 122. 
l08Hanae, .212• c1t., p • - 829. 
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there being a formal liturgy or confessional expresaion,109 
he also emphatically states that according to Hebrews, one•a 
trust should be centered 1n God who is faithful, not 1n the 
mere words of a oonreaaion. 
Iet Gott treu, dann 1st auch die Geme1nde zur Treue 
verpflichtet; wie Gott zu Seiner Verhe1szung steht, ao 
die Gemeinde zum Bekenntnia.110 
Most eloquently Delitzach speaks of the confession of hope in 
which Christians must continue • . There ia no doubt that he 
has Hebrews 3:1 in m1nd,lll when he writes: 
/ 
If the New Testament church of God holds fast (H~7iJf,,,.,-
=obtinere, to maintain) the treasure of hope, notwith-
standing all the contradictions between the present and 
the promised future, in the midst of all dangers of 
offence and the falling away prepared for her by the 
threatenings and allurements of the enemies or the croas, 
then, and only then, does she continue the house of God, 
under faithful and fostering care of Christ, the now 
exalted only Son of God, her Brother, her Apostle, and 
her High Priest.112 
This term 1s defined by Liddell and Scott as meaning to 
"endure adversity with."113 Thia tel"m is not frequently 
109Miehel, ~• cit., p. 231. "Gemeint 1st die in der 
Gemeinde gultige, geformte Bekenntniaauaaage, vielleieht eine 
11turg1sche Tradition, in der die Gemeinde 1hren Glaubensbe-
sitz zusammenfaszt." 
110Ib1d., p. 232. 
lllHebrews J:l, "Therefore, holy brethren, who share in 
a heavenly call, consider Jesus, the apostle and high priest 
of our con~ess1on." 
112nel1tzsch, .!m• ,ill., I, 165. 
113tiddell•Scott, 2E.• ill•, p. 1662. 
S8 
employed in cla■■ical or biblical Greek. Bebreve lla2S 1• 
the only uae or the tull tel9111 vi th h'.,¥,o 'j'&p~~ in Hebrew■ 
11:37 and 13:J. For the Sev Teataaent 4etlnlt1on Thayer 
auggested "to be ill-treated 1n company vitb• or "•bare 
peraecutiona."114 
Accepting the meaning or "mal-treated," Maroua Dode 
emphaaizea the aympathetio element 1n thia term, even when 
,, 
it appears without t:ruv a■ a prefix. Attaching to the phraae 
or Hebrews 13:3--"being you.raelvea tn the body," he ••Y• that 
the intent was to awaken the readers to th• tact that they 
were "not emancipated spirit•, and therefore liable to a1111l• 
lar 111-uaage and capable ot aym.patb7.•llS Keen 1na1ght on 
the part ot Weetcott led hla to see that Chriatian tellovahip 
binds one Chri■ttan to another in thick and thin. A Jlan la 
to stick with a fellow Chr1 ■t1an when he auttera ti-om direct 
persecution (-riJv 6e9/ldY ) , and al■<- when he ■utter■ troa 
the "change■ and chance■ ot th1a mortal lite," ('Z'MY ~¥'1fl-,,, 
){ ay_p e v Iv v ) .116 !'he aotual nature or tora ot aut-
/ 
fer1ng endured by the one )l4/t'd!!,,/,1£Y05 1• eltJ)lained olearly by 
Michel•• be comment• on Mo•••• rejeetien o~ temporary alntul 
pleasure• to endure attl1ction with God'• people. 
°Ausserlioh aa••t• er jetst lhlblll und Uns•-oh allt' aloh 
1~hayer, .D• elt •• P• S92. 
11Snod•, ·.!2• olt., IV, 37S. 
llf>veatoott, .!2• .!ll•• P• la.32. 
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nehmen(ITVy<4_%"u')'r-:r4';~ wie K111&t14,2,-8~~ 11.37, 13.3), 
aber diese Last war ihm lieber als ein zeitweiliger 
Genusz der Sunde am Hofe dee Konigs.117 
A suffering or similar type, borne by the readers of the 
Epistle some time earlier, was a daily experience. 118 Such 
pain and torture were to be borne patiently and passively. 
l-lt:4/tocJ;r'e7.r6'*c {wie 11.37) = plagen, qualen, E1gent-
11ch slnd zuna chst Miszhandelte gemeint, also Menschen
1 denen ein schweres Leid zugef iigt worden 1st {Passiv).l 9 
One cannot but note that the whole stress of this term 
1s willingl y to endure and hold fast to the promises, as do 
all the faithful people of God. This choice will mean to 
suff er with the group of the faithful as Moses did. But the 
decision to suffer is evidence of a faith like that of Moses, 
"which looked through the deceptive appearances of worldly 
good things, to their inward end essential nothingness, and 
to their .fearful ena. 11120 
Both words are in the common sphere of fighting or 
struggling. Liddell and Scott suggest as one meaning tor 
Q'Y7Z ~ciB~'o-TJI./L' "to set against" or "oppose.n121 Arndt 
117 Michel, .22• ill•, P• 273. 
118Ib1d., P• 283. "die Tag fur Tag Ungemach und Unb1ll 
erfahren:-r-
119.!..1?ll·, p. 330. 
l20oel1tzach, ~• s!l·, p. 216. 
12lt1ddell-Soott, .2£• ill.•• p. 156. 
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and Gingrich see the same basic sense in the Hebrews 12:4 
passage • 122 The picture behind dYuNt11'~'rrr>c. is "to stand in 
opposition against in the line of battle; intransitively, to 
stand face to face (q'J'u ) against (,.Y,tl'd ) • 11123 Bengel may 
have had this same picture in mind when he said that contra-
diction or apostasy was the bad part, while resistance was in 
itself good.124 
The actual streso and struggle in the individual's life 
is the main thrust of dV{°' 0w v/~ ~ere • Its classical 
heritage includes both legal overtones in a lawsuit debate 
a nd an athletic tone of proving one's self a match for the 
opponen t.125 A papyrus from 2 A.D. recorded this term as 
used to describe "payments to gymnastic per.formera. 11126 
Stauffer assigned an even wider classical meaning--struggle, 
prize-fight, debate, and law-suit. Originally the compounds 
of df4JY/f ~ti<- had the same sense as the root form, but later 
usage g ave a transferred meaning. 127 The concept of the 
122Arndt-Gingr1ch, .2E.• ill_., p. 73. "to place against, 
oppose, resist." 
123A. T. Robertson, Word Pictures in the New Testament 
(New York: 1rhe Macmillan Company, 1955);-Iv;-4,3'1;:" 
124A. Bengel11, Gnomon Novi Testament! (Ed1t1o SecundaJ 
Tubingae: Henr. Philipp! Schr"a:mmii, 1759), p. 1069. 
125Liddell-Scott, .21?.• ill•, P• l.48. 
126Mo~lton and Milligan, .2E.• ill•, p. 46. 
127stauffer, in Theologiaches Woerterbuch zum Neuen 
Testament, herausge~eben von G. \ltttl (Stuttgart: Verlag von 
V. Kohlhammer, 1933), I, 135. "11~~:,94c einen Kampf, Welt-
kampf, Wortstreit, Rechtsstreit durchfechten •••• 
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prize-fight was taken up in Hellenistic and Juda1st1c litera-
ture as an illustrations of their fi ght a gainst the forces of 
the world; "den herolsohen Kampf, den der Fromme in dieser 
Welt~ bestehen ~. 11128 The books of Maccabees make it a 
fi ght a gainst pai n end suffering; "dem Leidenskamp!' der Mfil:.-
tyrer."129 ·The meaning of Hebrews 12:4, as given in a lexi-
con, 1s "the struggle against sin. 11 130 In regard to this 
same passage, Bengel makes the brilliant observation that sin 
actually picks the fight which we are to fight. 131 
Stauffer painstakingly traces a five-fold development 
of tho Christian struggle, which took on renewed seriousness 
under the cross. 
Unter dem Zeichen des Kreuzes gewinnt des Gedanke des 
Kampfes, zu dem die Gottestreuen berufen sind, elneil° 
neuen Ernst.---r32-
A summary of Stauffer's five strands of thought: (a) The 
goal attained by power from without one's selr;l33 (b) The 
, / 
Das,.. VerbtL"l'l waist, such in der Zusammensetzung mit o'YT£.. • 
trvy , usw, d1eselben Schattierung __ auf, wie sie be1m Subatan-
t1 vum s1cb fanden, und wird bald wortlich gebraucht, bald in 
ubertragenen Sinne." 
128Ib1d., p. 135. 
129tbid., p. 136. 
l30Arndt-Gingr1eh, 21?.• ill•, P• 72. 
131Bengel, 2E.• cit., p. 1069. "Peeoatum pugnam exeitat: 
nostrum 1st repugnar-;-:ir 
132stauffer, 21?.• ill_., p. 136. 
133Jb1d., p. 13i. "Voran ateht immer der Gederike dea 
Z1eles, ~nur m1t dem auszeraten Einaatz der Kra t te er:-
reicht werden kann." 
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price of victory demands a renunc1ation; 134 (Das 1st n1oht 
die Aekese des Monchs, der den Leib niedertr1tt, sondern die 
Manneszucht des Kampfers, der den Leib in seiner Gewalt 
hat.) 135 (c) The resistance in spite of all physical hard-
ships must continue, (such resistance, says Stauffer, ia 
spoken of 1n the same urgent tone 1n the books of the Macca-
b e e s);136 (d) The suffering of sorrow and martyrdom--"Die 
., / 
scharfate Form des Q ~W\r, den der Gottestreue h1er auf Erden 
durch zufechten hat, 1st der Le1denskampf, seine Vollendung 
das Martyr1um."137 (e) The highest goal of all is not indi-
vidual salvation for which one suffers, but the actual re-
dempt ion of the group.138 
Stauffer strongly emphasizes the fact that one can and 
doe s win favor from God for the whole group. "Er kampft 
s i ch ab fur seine Gemeinden • • • • Der eine steht ein fur 
die Vielen."139 The way in which this was carried out was 
134rbid., p. 137. "Der Kampf um den Siegespreis 
erfordetri'Icht nur auszersten Elnsatz, er verlangt zugleich 
~uszersten Verz1cht." 
lJ5Ibid. 
l36Ib1d., p. 138. "W~hl aber gehort zum Begrifr des 
der Gedanke an die Widerstande, die Gerahren und Katastrophen, 
duroh d1e s1ch der Christ h1ndurchkampfen musz." 
l37Ibid. 
lJBibid. "Das Hochziel, fur das wir kam!fen, arbeiten 
und leiden, 1st aber nicht dase'fgene Heil al eln, es !st 
iuretzt das !!!11 ~ Vielen." 
l.39 139 Ibid., p. • 
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by work and prayer (Col. 4112t., Roa. 1St30), on whloh be 
commented: 
Wieder 1st die ltampte■torm da■ Oebet I I■ Oebet Ye19Vlrk-
11cht sioh die E1nhe1t zw1eoben Gotteawill• un Men■ehen­
wollen, die E1nung menaohl1chen Ringen■ und Tuna alt 
gottl1cher Maohtw1rkung. Im O.bet w1e4el'UDl komat dle 
Kamptea--und Sohlckaa1,1eme1nachatt n1aoben Men■oh und 
Mensch Zlll" Vollendung.~O 
Notwithstanding, the most noble form ot atruggle 1• still the 
willing ofter or self tor the aake ot the welfare of other■ .141 
Stauffer conclude• with a ol.ll"t diaouaaion ot the deyelopaent 
or the concept or the value and method or sutter1ng in the 
early Church. From the struggle tor victory came aacet1c1am1 
later martyrdom came with Chr1•t portrayed•• a euprema ex-
ample ot a lite given tor the eake or others. Then alao the 
daily hardahipa were to be endured patiently. 
In vlev or the various phyaloal hardahlp• vh1oh were 
mentioned 1n Hebrew• 10:)2tt., aany men have given aerlou• 
consideration to thla Hebrew• 1214 paaaage. The problem 
becomes more acute vben the reader 41aooveP■ that there la 
no direct conneotive wlth ver•• 3, but a •••Y dlreot oon• 
, . 
nect1on ( K«~ ) v1th verse S. However, the •-11 advepb ot 
:,/ 
time. ov7TW , aerv•• to Nmind tbe readep ot Cbrlat•a ni-, 
ter1ng, even th• abed41ng ot Bia blood which the reader baa 
not yet peraonally been called upon to do 1n hla atruggle 
14.0ibld., P• 1.39. 
l41Ibtd. P• 1.39. "Dte !Pon dea Kulp1'e• ab•• lat ft• 
hoch•t daa t.lden. 4•• Sinn 4•• Leiden• v1•d•PWII 1., da• 
Opt••·" 
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against s i n.142 We find the forward look plus a connection 
~/ 
with J e sus I suf fering linked by ovtr"' in Hebrews 2:8 to the 
promi se of victory, that all things will be subjected to 
Christ. 
One cannot make a strong case for the lack of a grammati-
ca l connective in view of the flow of thought. Westcott said: 
"The 1ma ~er y of the erena still floats before the writer's 
mind."143 Both Meyer and Delitzsch call attention to I Corin-
t hi an s 9 : 26 where St. Paul changes from the metaphor of the 
race t o t h a t of a boxing ring wtthout using a oonnecMve.144 
Thi s is t h e way t hat Bengel understands the passage: "A 
cursu veni t ad pugi lotu._-n . ,,14.5 Lenski, however, disagrees 
with a l l who would confine this picture to a boxing match, 
as dtd DeWette before him.146 Del1tzsch however, and tor 
very good reasone, a grees with Bengel. He says: 
" sin is regarded as an opponent in pugili sm: thoy are 
to resist till blood flows, and not give over then. 
The expre ssion 1s not merely r1gurative that they have 
not yet resisted ~in (wttgout and within) to the utmost 
of their power :_,J,ttl"et5 a~ros is to be taken 11 ter-
ally (as all agree) 1n rererence to the death or 
martyrdom.147 
Michel a l so a grees with Bengel: "Die Spraohe 1st noch immer 
142westcott, .2E.• ill•, p. 400. 
143ill.g_. 
144Meyer, .21!• ill•, p. 704: Delitzach, 2£• ill•, II, 309. 
145Bengel, .2E.• ill•, p. 1069. 
146Lensk1, .21!• ,ill., p. 439. 
147nelitzach, ~• ill•, pp. 309-10. 
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durch des Bild des Kampf ea best1rmnt (r{~tAfwY~J!J#~Y« ..,,uqe1s , ,,,, 
df;Pd-Z-os). nl.48 He def1n1 tely rejects the tdea of any blood-
shed in the events of Hebrews 10:32ff., but here with the 
~,, 
presence of ouffc..> leans toward a terrific struggle which 
verse 4 1s encouraging the reader to bear courageoualy.149 
Thus both words discussed have a definite coloring from 
the world ' s concept of fighting. With such zealous vigor as 
a boxer, or the pulsating desire to live as the soldier at 
the ba ttle line, the Christian is urged to fight valiantly 
' , 
a gainst h is enemy. Hebrews 12:4 calls the enemy C!,,PaeT,qy • 
Mlche l makes the distinction that verse l speaks of s ir-~ of 
weakness springing from the individual's weak flesh, while 
ver se 4 speaks of the congregation's duty to oppose the 
f orce s of evil which press 1n upon the group.150 Previously 
he had commented that the concept of "sinner" was not ethi-
cally established, but rather that this was a means of de-
picting all that did oppose Christ, especially showing the 
148Michel, .21!• _ill., p. 295. A part of n ote 2: "hat 
Bengel doch ein Recht, den agonalen Zusammenhang zu betonen." 
14-9.!.2!,g_., pp. 29~-96. "Viel~e1cht entacheidet man aich 
doch anges1chts des 4VTr'4J mehr fur eine Festatellung, musz 
abor doeh d1e Schw1er1ghe1t in Kauf nebmen, dasz das keine 
Gleiehordnung auadruckt." 
l.5'0ib1d., P• 295. nn1e 18unde' von V. 1 h~ngt mit dem 
Wesen de'i7re'nschen und seiner menschlichen Schwache zuaammen, 
wehrend die 1 Sunde 1 von V. 4 eine der Oemeinde gegenuber-
stehende feindlich Macht darstellt." 
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examples of such by pointing to their inactive faith.151 
To conclude the consideration of these two terms, we 
quote t h e reason for such an inclusion at this point in the 
text from a statement made by Lenski. 
Th e rea son why the writer at this point notes the fact 
t hat the readers have as yet not had to face bloody 
martyrdom is to clear the way for what this paragraph 
says about chastisements; for chastisements do not kill, 
t hey only correct. The death of martyrs belongs to a 
different class; it 1a a high, glorious distinction, 
reserved for only a few, while chastisements are applied 
to all God's sons with distinctions also, but only as 
marks of sonship.152 
/ 
The mean! ng of A' ol__,,P V W need not pose a problem. 
Classically , it depicted the fatigue which resulted in one's 
b ody after a day's hard labor, or even the weariness of one 
wh o was sick.15'.3 The same meanings apply in the New Testa-
ment.154 Specifically to the point of chastisement, Lenski 
.&/ 
says : "The imagery or the l Va -clause appears to be that 
of the runner letting himself get tired or the effort and 
l5lrbid., p. 294. "Die •Sunder' (~eTtJ04d~) sind die 
Menschen, die dem Trager des Glaubens 1n der konkreten Situa-
tion wider-apraohen und ae1n Leiden verursachen (Mk 14:41). 
Der Begriff des •Sunders' 1st also nlcht ethiach eefaszt, 
sondern aus der Glaubensentscheidung geformt: Des •Sunder' 
1st der Vertreter des Wllderstandes gegen Jesus." 
152tensk1, .22• ill,., p. 440. 
153tiddell-Scott, .22• ,ill., P• 873. 
154Thayer, .21?• ill•, P• .323; Arndt-Gingrich, .2E.• .ill.•• 
p. 403. 
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t hus qu1tti ng ."155 Westcott described thie tiring as a 
gradual procesa.156 
Th e c ommentat ors debate back and forth as to whether 
this i s a bodily fat i gue or. a f a tigu e -i:dts t/Juf«7~. Because 
01' r hythmi c con s i dera tions some connect 7a7i t)Ju;r,i7s w1 th 
eK~vefµ£Vdc. 157 Some frankly state that -r~,s tpu,r41s- may be 
joined with either the verb or the part1c1pla.158 Mlchel 
of fe rs t he best aolut:i.on a nd t h e mon t textual, by showing 
tha t t he partioiple sharpens the emphasi s while at the same 
ti me i t continues the i mage of the r s eo.159 In addition t~ 
De 11 t zsch t e demand that G<A/5 4'o)'t.11S be talcen w1 th the. parti-
cipl e bocause of rhythm, he maintains that this 1s all part 
of t he racing i raage. "As the knees are apt to grow faint 
with t he ·runner l n the stadium, so tLe soul in the case of 
the Chr i stian athleta."160 
Uniqu~ is the use of the imago "cloud of witnesses" aa 
a neans 0£ encouragement to the runners. Dode remarks that: 
/ 
V& <.J, o s was used frequently 1n Home-r and elsewhere as 
155tensk1, 2£• ill•, p. 438. 
1S6westcott, .2.£• cit.,, p. 400. "The final failure comes 
from continuous weakening.' 
157Ibid1 p. 400J De11tzsch, .2E.• ill,., II, 309. 
156nelltzsch, .2£• ill,., p. 308; Michel££• cit., p. 294J 
Dods, .21?.• ill•• IV, 366. 
159M10hel, ~• ill•• p. 295. See footnote 1. on page 
cited. 
160nel1tzach, .2£• ill•, II, 309. 
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" nubea" in Latin, and "cloud" 1n English to suggest 
a vast multitude.161 
/ 
In e xplainin g the exact meaning of the 11'£ c> os , some have 
suggested a multitude like a cloud of foot-soldiers,162 
others t h e aren a scene where "tiers upon tiers of seats rise 
up like a c loud,"163 thus arriving at the conclusion that 
li f e i s an arena which is surrounded by spectators who are 
watch ing the race. Thie interpretation is usually very care-
fu l l y g iven a two- fold emphasis by most commentators, namely 
t h e s p iritual and the bodily . Even A. T. Robertson, who 
sugge s t s the s pectator image, emphasizes the fact that their 
e xamp l e and experience (speaking of the saints who departed 
this ear t hly life) on the basis of God's promises were not 
t o b e ove rlooke d b y the saints living on earth.164 Therefore, 
it would seem best to interpret this phrase "cloud or wit-
nt~ss e s" a s completely metaphorical. A. Meyer said that the 
strug gle wo~ by the saints on the basis of their ffeti-T,~ has 
made them good "models for imitation."165 Another view 
stated flatly that we miss the main point of the author if 
we make the "cloud" merely epectatora, not taking into account 
161nods, .2J?.• ill•• IV, 365. 
1 62Farrar, ~• _ill., I, 462. 
163 
Robertson, ~•· ill.•, IV, 432. 
l64Ib1d. 
165Meyer, .!?E.• £!!., P• 700. 
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their exper1enoea ot th• taitbtuln••• ~t Oo4 to 81• pPOIII• 
iaea.166 Dode, however, doubts the validity ot even al-
lowing the departed ■aints a spectator•• aeat, and therefore 
he stresses that their w1tneaa tilled b!atory with example 
after example ot endurance by faith until the rtctory vaa 
gained.167 Michel boldly asserts: "Ihr Beispiel gibt der 
Gemeinde Mut •••• "168 
On the ba■is or our di~cuaslon we conclude that the 
word "oloud" oon·taina two ideas: "dena1 ty and elevation. nl69 
The departed saints above are ao many exaruplea ot the tact 
that God remain• with H1a children, even chastise• them tor 
their eternal good. Owen baa a beaut1tul statement ot b.cnr 
the saints departed 4o encourage ua. 
This great cloud ot witnesses compass us round about; 
they are placed in the Scripture• tor ua to beholdJ 
the recording ot tboae w1tne•••• 1n the Scripture 1• 
the actual compassing ot ua with them.170 
Thia is a tremendous encouragement tor one who 1a atruggllngl 
He can take up the Bible in his band and be aaaured troa God 
that the promiaea will never tail. He will••• ailllilar 
human tra1lt1•• in the witnesses mentioned in the Bible, 
and he will al■o read that Oo4 r-ined with theJI through 
166cotton, .&• ill•• p. 738. 
167noda, ~• alt,, IV, .36S • . 
168xJ.ohe1, &• oit •• P• 287. 
169vaagha, &• .211•, p. 253. 
1700.,en, R• .Ill•• P• llaJ• 
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their struggle against sin, until the victory was gained. 
In profane Greek,BJ/f,~ had the meaning of affliction. 
dtstress, or pressure applied to one's person.17~ The LXX 
e mployed t he term with the same general meaning : 
/ 
l}~q:Je~_V'. OJ/,p,s-werden namlich die gemeinsame grieoh-
ische Ubersetzung e1ner Reihe hebra1scher Begri.fr, die 
in verschiedener Scbatt1erung doch alle mehr oder 
wen1 ger di e Bedringnie des Lebens wiedergeben.172 
Later on the LXX also has several case s o f O'J<qJI~ used for 
a s pec i fic k ind of affliction and suffering .173 
The New Testament usag e h a s a two-fold applica tion of 
t he t erm: (a) "distress that is brought about by outward 
circums tances," &nd (b) "fig . of mental and spiritual states 
of mi ne.." 1 7~-
Closely akin to EJJ~t/',S 
/ 
is ffdO~t1 . The classical 
definition includes suffering, affliction, and even mia.for-
tune.175 The 1ntertestamental period added the meaning "ail-
ment or sickness" to this term (Krankheit). 176 We find that 
l7lt1ddell-Soott, ~• o1t., p. 802; Schlier, in Theolog-
isches Woerterbudh zum Neuen"Yestament, herausgee;eben von o. 
Kittel (Stuttgart: Verlag von V. Kohlhammer, 1935), III, 140. 
172sohlier, .2E.• ill•, III, 140. 
,,, / 
173rbid. "Denn 9~,,J,1s (BA9'-1"~ tritt nun als ein Be-
gr1 f f furaTe versoh1edenartigste Not und Bedrangnis in LXX 
auf." 
174Arndt-01ngrich, .2E.• ill.•, pp. 362-63. 
175Liddell-Scott, -2£• .ill•• P• 1285. 
176M1ohael1s, in Theologisches Woerterbuch zum Neuen Test-
ment, herausge geben von o. Kittel (Stuttgart: Verlag von v. 
Kohlhammer,1954), V, 929. 
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this accent of evil or misfortune in suffering is the New 
Testament connotation in -,rd'D7l#A •177 We conclude there-
fore, that basically there is not mu.ch difference between 
the two terms under discussion. This very tact leads one to 
ask about the nature of the affliction. Westcott says that 
these words speak of personal hardships. 
They had endured reproaches, which contrast a man's 
conduct with what might have been expected of him ••• • 
and afflictions in which force is the expression or 111-
will. Reproaches affect the character: afflictions 
affect material property.178 
Other scholars also very acutely point out that the suffering 
was partly personal and partly sympathy for others who were 
suffering . 179 Michel also emphatically asserts that these 
two modes of suffering, persecutions and sympathy for those 
persecuted, were present within the congregation to which 
this letter was addressed. 
Die e1nen s1nd durch die Verfolgun&, unmittelbJr be-
troffen und haben~Beschimpfungen (~Y1!£fi<O::U6c ) und 
Bedrangnisse (6'4LI/J£1.5 ) uber sioh ergeben lessen ,, 
mussenLsie aind zum Schausp1el geworden f/9£,,iTe~~~IA: 
w1e 0Sd~~IW' 'EJ~~61~er I Kor 4. 9). Die anderen sind 
nur Zeugen und Genossen solcher geprufter Mensohen ge-
wesen. l{o~ Y"'Y"S beze1chnet bier den, der duroh Wort 
und Tat am Schicksal des Leidenden teilnimmt.180 
177Thayer, .22.• ill•• p. 472; Arndt-Gingrich, .22.• cit., 
p. 607. 
178westcott, .22.• ill•• P• 334. 
179nods, 21?.•~ill.•• IV. 350; Delitzsch, ~• ill•• II. 192; 
Lenski, .22.• ill.•• p. 368. 
180M1chel, .21?.• ill•• P• 239. 
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Owen is of the opinion that all types of attl1ct1ona are 
meant, "evils, troubles, hardships, and distresaes."181 Doda 
also demonstrates that the persecution was "not by lions and 
leopards and wild bulla."182 The true nature ot these re-
proaches was the challenge of one's faith and the honor ot 
one's name. 
Reproaches consist or false accusations, charging men 
falsely with vile and oontampt1ble thingR, such as will 
expose them unto public acorn and rage •••• Re-
proaches also consist in the contempt that is cast upon 
what 1a true, and ¥hat in itself is holy, just, good, 
and pra1seworthy.1~3 
Surprisingly enough, this acorn and abuse came not only from 
the many pagans surrounding the Hebrew congregatton, but also 
from their fellow Jews who still remained 1n the Old Covenant. 
"The persecution and contempt or their countrymen [was] a 
grievous burden under which they groaned •••• "184 
Concerning the sufferings a few remarks are in place in 
:,/ ,, C✓ :, 
explanation of the phrase olflTw .,,,Pe;re1s d_JPdUS <KP«-
/ 
NU~trT~Ti:. Zahn flatly asserts that it 1a "an error to 
conclude, as has often been done, from x11.4 that this perse-
cution was bloodlaas; ••• [beoauae it wa~ the conflict ot 
believers with their own sins."185 Farrar finally settles 
l8l0wen, ~• ill,., p. 209. 
182nods, ~• ill,., IV, 350. 
1830wen, ~• ill•, p. 210. 
184saphir, ~• ill•, I, 314. 
185Theodore Zahn, Introduction to the New Teatament. 
translated under the direction of Melanothon°'J'acobua (Nev 
York: Charles Scribner's Sona, 1909), I, 318. 
13 
!'or the interpretation that there have "been no actual mar-
tyrdoms" among them up to the time when this Epistle was 
written. 186 On the basis of the examples of martyrdom in 
the early Church, Stephen, St. James, and James the Just, 
Delitzsch say s that martyrdom was actually e part o!' the suf-
!'ering for the readers of Hebrews.187 Stauffer, too, leans 
toward the opinion that martyrdom was a part of the sur-
fering .188 Moulton, however, is not willing to go that far, 
but admits that "the price of their resistance might indeed 
h ave been their 1blood.,nl89 Michel 1s confident that no 
blood was shed in the group to which this Epistle was written. 
/ 
I n 10.32-39 warden die Leiden m;;,,lJ'l,PAt~) aufgezahlt, 
die in def Vergagenh~tt ertragen werden muszten. Ein 
negatives Ergebn1s fallt auf: die Gemetnde scheint 
Blutmartyien noch nieht gekannt zu haben.190 
Owen settles the quoation of the meaning of the phrase "unto 
blood" in a manner which is about as definite as one dare 
beoorne and still not do violence to the text. 
In theae words the Apostle intimates what they might yet 
expect, and that 1s, "blood"; this is the utmost perse-
cution can rise into. Men may kill the body; but when 
they have done so, they can do no more. But I do not 
think the Apostle absolutely determines that these 
186Farrar, .2£• ill•, I, 462. 
187Delitzsch, 2£• ill•• II, 193. 
188stauffer, ~• cit., I, 138. "Ganz durchzogen vom Ge-
danken des Martyriums 1st Hb lOff." 
189w-. R. Inge, The Study Bible--Hebrews, edited by John 
Stirling (New York: !5oubieday, Doran and Company, Inc., n.d.), 
P• 112. 
190M1chel, 2£• ill,., p. 238. 
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Hebrews would autter unto "blood"J but ••au•• that tro■ 
hence, that a• death by violence vaa part ot the aut-
tering prepared top the Ohuroh, they who were indulged 
and not yet called thereunto. ought to take care that 
tainted not Ufd!r tho•• l•••e~ autter1nga vbereunto they 
were exposed. 9 · 
Very pointedly Stauffer ■tr••••• the truth that 1t 1• the 
power of endurance which carries on through all BJ"i;,,s • 
~ , , 
In der Kratt der VlTe#'!,.""7 und _.,.Pct Ke• 9'!,M€d hilt 
er mannhatt allen o::te ,J,ers atand• dle u.ber lhn 
hereinbrechen.192 
In summary form, we ■hall place aide by aide the r1oh 
content or these term• which embody the concept ot ebaat1■e­
ment. In 7l:l,re{"1 the action of d1ao1pl1ne 1n word and deed 
as part of the total training is emphaa1sed. Thia ~1ac1pl1ne 
1e corrective 1n nature a■ well as instructive. Leat a 
reader of this Epistle feel that d1ac1pl1ne waa to be merely 
Yerbal, the author added £Jeix ~ • 'l'he baa1c tone 1 ■ to 
teat or to prove, and in thia case even to reprimand 1n an 
action ot diao1pl1ne. Furthermore. the tact that chaatiae-
menta have a physical a■ well as a mental aide 1• confirmed 
/ 
by the use ot ft drUJoW • The pbyaical pain which one 
experience• in the aot ot diac1pl1ne 1• inherent in tbia word. 
Indeed• who would not cringe from auch a treatment! 
That 1s the very point ot the author•• he develop■ the oon-
cept by demonatratlng that it 1• one•• aolemn duty to villlng]J' 
1910ven, Jm• s.l!.•• P• 247. 
192stautter, .!l• o1t •• I. 1J6. 
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C / 
subject oneself to God-- u7To-ZO.o-rw • Thia means nothing 
less than standing still under God's corrective hand. Tbe 
Christian is encouraged to hopefully atand still under God's 
a / 
will-- UTT~£Yed • By the po_wer of faith he discerns and 
understands the eternal purposes or God for him, thus joy-
fully enduring the present pain of chestia•ement. 
F'or himself, there.fore, each Christian must take a firm 
~' 
grip u p on the promises of God-• #a I £4 w • They are his 
hope, his comfort, and his life to co~e. 
But the struggle in life, bearing up under the pains 
end sorrows, is not always done purely tor one's own sake. 
Many ere the times when the Christian will suffer with other~, 
/ 
sharinrr in their burdens with his sympathy-- troJA:tK1111~~dc. 
Individually and collectively the Christians must always con-
? / 
t1nue their fierce struggle against sin-- d Y£< .lt'at:1,rT"Z,,U~ 
and dV-ziij4Jv-//~11c • Chastisements remind the Christian or 
the fight he is to engage in and train him so that he does 
not wear out in the struggle. This is not just physical fa-
tigue, but also the mental "I-give-up" attitude which is 
/ 
warned ~gainst in /l~YGJ • 
In regard to the nature or chast1 semen ts, l};fl ,Pl-' and 
/ 
7/if/)pd describe the physical pain and the reproach which 
is heaped upon the Christian. Often he will be called upon 
to give up property, good name, health, and pleasure. Chas-
tisement does include all that a Christian suffers as a Chi-1a-
t1an, whether this be of hi• cross which he bears tor the !.!k!_ 
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of the Gospel, or whethor this be affliction which he per-
sonally bears because of the effect of the Gospel in him, 
that 1s, because of hie faith. Chastisement is not an end 
1n itself, but 1s a very effactive means or encouraging and 
fosteri n g the life of sanctification of a Christian. In 
other words, it is not all over when o person comes to faith 
in the Lord Jesu s as the Savior trm1 his sins. The believer 
doe s not just s1t down and wait for the return of Christ, 
nor does he live just ao he pleases d1•awing forgiveness from 
the free g1•aoa of Cod :tn Christ on the croos. Rather, this 
rebell i ou ~, arrogant, $elf-willed spirit of the flesh or ~he 
Christian must be subjected to God's w111--this is the pur-
p o ,:e and the need of chastisements. Graciously as God showers 
His lava upon His children, He is careful to give us the best 
girts, even though there be pain connected with them, aa is 
the case in the chastisements sent by God. 
From this point on we ■hall devote our attention to the 
practical application which a pastor can make on the basis o~ 
the many facts contained in the terms studied. The conclu-
sions drawn in the next chapter will be baaed upon the 
statements made in this chapter. 
CHAPTER V 
CHASTISEMENT AND PASTORAL CARE 
The one question which a pastor hears over and over 
a gain is, "Why must I suffer?" Many people have the false 
idea that to be a Christian means to be tree from suffering. 
Frankly, as we have seen from the previous chapter, the 
Christian is one who suffers under God's correcting hand and 
also from the world which hates him. The Christian has suf-
fering from God as a test of' h1s faith. Understanding this, 
we would well agree that there la a proper and an improper 
wa y to ask the question "Why must I suffer?" Macaulay says: 
Yet it is not always wrong to ask "Why?" All depends on 
the spirit. If our question is asked in a spirit of 
resentment, if its import is that God has no right to 
deal with us thus, then we are dead wrong, and ripe for 
some stern dealing. If, on the other hand, our "Why?" 
comes from a submissive, trustful heart that seeks to 
know the divine purpose, 1n order to cooperate with it, 
then we are in the way of bless1ng.l 
In our day, not all of the people are asking "Why?" 
Many of them ere very seriously following one or more strands 
of some philosophy which is basically materialistic. The■e 
philosophies either attempt t~ explain the cause of the suf-
fering or they say one must accept the suffering as e natural 
condition experienced by all mankind. Snaith places his 
1J. c. Macaulay, Devotional Studies in the ~1atle to 
the Heb~ewa (Grand Rapid■: Wm. B. EerdmanaPubfiaing Coiii=' 
pany, 1948), P• 232. . 
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finger on the main reason why a Christian cannot think th1a 
way, namely because God 1s entirely left ont. 
We do not think of God as being always ·directly active 
in this world. We tend to say that suffering 1s the 
direct result of sin, ours or someone else's, and where 
we cannot say this we ascribe it to "natural causes" 
and we say it 1s the sort of thing that is inevitable 
in a world like th1s.2 
In defining "natural causes" Carnell says: 
Natural evi l 1ncludas all of those frustrations of 
human values which are perpetrated, not by the free 
agency of men, but by the natural elements in the uni-
verse •••• .9 
He further elabor ates : 
The diseases of the body, the fury of the hurricane, 
the unharnessed belching of the volcano, and even death 
itself, are t he results of the curse which God put on 
nature because of the sin and rebellion of the creature.4 
~his does not mean t hat God cannot and does not cause a par-
ticular storm for a special purpose. Likewise, it does not 
mean that nature now operates only by laws and not under the 
direct control of God. The pastor will briefly have to 
point out these things to his parishioner in order to comfort 
him with the assurance that God is in control of all thlngs.5 
Also of importance ia the fact that there is a great 
2 A. Riohardson, editor, A Theological Word Book or the 
Bible (New Yorl<: The Macmillan Company, 1955), p. 42.- -
3Edward Carnell, An Introduction to Christian Aijologetica 
(Grand Rapids: Wm. B. 6rdmans Publ1sh1ng Company, 1 48), p. 
280. 
4Ibtd., p. 294. He cited Romans 8:20-22 in this connec-
tion. 
5we realize that sc1ent1tically and theologically this 
problem demands more treatment than we have time to give it 
here. 
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di fferenc e bet ween affliction and chastisement. The differ-
ence is seen i n the reason for the suffering and also by the 
desire d effect. A.H. w. Meyer makes this distinction: 
Af fliction may come from a malignant and unfriendly 
source; chastisement is the work of the Father, yearning 
over hi a little children, desiring to eliminate from 
their characters all that is unlovely and unholy, and to 
s e cu re i n t hem entire conformity to bis character and 
will. 6 
Mi che l also emphatically emphasizes the fact that chast1se-
me~t c omes only from the grace of God. "Seine Zuchtigung 
ent spri ng t Seiner Gnade, Sein Gericht dagegen Seinen Zorn 
uber di e Sunde. 11 7 It is extremely important that the pastor 
assu r e a nd reassure his patient or troubled parishioner of 
t he fact t hat chastisements come only from God's great love 
for Hi s c hi ldren. 
There f ore we would be most correct in stating that 
chas t i s eme n t 1s by no means a punishment for the sins of the 
1nd1v1dua l or the nation.a The punishment f or the sins of 
the i n d ividual and the nation were: 
laid on the head of our great Substitute; and that, 
therefore, we are forever relieved from their penal con• 
sequences. But though that is so, yet often chastisement 
follows on our wrong-doing ; not that we expiate the 
wrong-doing by suffering, but that we may be compelled 
6A. H. w. Meyer, Meyer's Commenter~ on the New Testament 
(New York: Funk and Wagnals, 1885), p. lb. - -
7Michel, Der Brief an die Hebraer, 1n Me!!rs Kommentar 
(Gottingen: Vandenhoeck and"'1ru'preoht, 19;1),II, 297. 
~ichardson, -2£• ill_., p. 42. See also F. Pieper, 
Christian Dorntics, translated by w. Allbrecht (St. Louis: 
Concordia Pu sh1ng House, 1953), p. 69. 
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to regard 1t 1n 1ts true 11ght.9 
Since chastisement, in all its forms, is not a punish-
ment for s in, we notice that it has the purpose of preventing 
sin . Thi s wa s especially true 1n the ease of the Hebrews 
rea ders who were warned "against returning to the temple 
sacri.f1 ce s 11 and urged to place their "f aith in the Messiah, 
their tru e Hi gh Priest. 1110 The danger of apostasy today 1s 
usuall y i n a different area, namely that of trusting in the 
abi l ities of one's o'l4n brain-power, one's own skill, or even 
1 n one's own personality. Calvin long ago said: "we ere 
naturall y too prone to attribute everything to our flesh, 
••• just as though our o~n powers were sufficient for us 
wi thottt hi s grace. 1111 When God sees that we are headed the 
way of trusting i n our flesh, Il1s Fatherly love calls us 
ba cl:: to Him. Barnes put it this way : "The very fact that 
he corr ects us shows that he has towards us a father's 
fee l ings , and exercises towards us a paternal care."12 
Theref ore, it is at all times necessary and important that 
we stI•e ss t h e fact that God does not send chastisement ".ror 
9Me yer, .2£• _ill., p. 217. 
1°Kenneth Wuest, Hebrews 1n the Greek New Testament for 
the English Reader (Grand Rap1as:7rni. B. Eerc!ina~ 
Company, 1947), p. 217. 
llJohn Calvin, Institutes ot the Christ ian Religion. 
translated by John Allen (London: printed tor J. Walker, _!i 
al., 1813), P• 173. 
12A. Barnes, Notes on the Nev Testament (London: Blackie 
and Son, 1832), IX, 368.- - -
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the~ purpose of 1n!'l1oting pain. 1113 However, the fact 
remains that there is indeed pain and true hardship in and 
with the chastisement. Scripture 1s careful to remind its 
readers o!' this fact again and again. Those who have care-
!'ully exegized the Bible have also noted this fact. Saphlr, 
for example, said this of chastisements: 
they are sent by God to humble us, to lead us to self-
examination and repentance, to deepen our sense of de-
pendence on God, to fix our thoughts and desires more 
on heavenly things. The world generally endeavours, 
in time of sorrow, bereavement, or trial, to get over 
it; that is, to feel it as little as possible. God 
does not mean us to get over it, but to feel the chas-
t 1sement~,_and in and through it to be drawn nearer to 
Himself. J4 
God's greatest purpose in imposing chastisement is to 
prove to His children that they are His sons. Westcott calls 
chastisements a "sign of sonship.nl5 "Christian oross-
bear1ng ," says Mueller, "is a testimony of the Holy Spirit 
{testimonium Spiritus Sancti externum) that Ood 1 a saints do 
not belong to the condemned world."16 The author or Hebrews 
emphatically depicted the proof of sonahip by chastisements. 
whose fruits culminate in nothing less than life eternal--
Hebrews 12: 9 Ou _,,,u'J'J)ov P'lTOUA/'?tr.98£ I/ti r~ '?T47e~ TWY 
lJ,!lli., P• 308. 
14A. Saph1r, The Epistle to the Hebrews (Seoond American 
edition; New York:7Jospel Publ!ihing House, 1902), II, 814. 
15a. F. Westcott, The Epistle to the Hebrews (Grand Rap-
ids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Pullishing Company,1947>, P• 401. 
16J. T. Mueller, Christian Do~t1cs (St. Louis: Concor-
dia Publishing House, 1955), P• 42. 
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Eternal life is what God the Father 
wishes to secure tor us as He guides, trains, and corrects 
His sons through chastisements. Barnes remarks: "His in-
flictions are the means ot saving us from eternal death."17 
I n speaki ng of God's Fatherly love as demonstr ated through 
discipl ine , Del1tzsch says: 
t hey UJ,11 su!'ferings imposed by Goij are all proofs or 
divine love, not signs of anger •••• The Christian in 
every trial sees a proof of the Father's loving care 
for his good, He must not murmur or withdraw n1mselt 
from it.18 
Some people are particularly disturbed as they compa~e 
the ir su f f erings with those of other people. It is easy to 
forget that "chastisement in its severest form is • • • 
strong e viden ce of one's sonship. 0 19 Furthermore, a child 
of God can be completely sure that our heavenly Physician 
does not make any wrong diagnoses or inaccurate incisions. 
All a r e cured and treated by God, as Calvin has so beau-
tifully phrased it: 
For we are not all equally afflicted with the same 
diseases, or all in need of an equally severe cure. 
Hence we see different persons exercised with different 
kinds of crosses. But whilst the heavenly Physician, 
consulting the health of all his patients, practices a 
17Barnes, .2£• ill•, p. 310. 
18F. Delitzsch, Commentary on the Epistle to the Hebrews, 
translated by T. King sbury (GrandRap1da: Wm. s:-Ee'rdman■ 
Publishing Company, 1952), II, 313. 
l9R. c. H. Lenski, Interpretation of the ¥:iatle to the 
Hebrews (Columbus: Lutheran Book Concern. IDB~ p. 442. -
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milder treatment towards some, and cures others with 
rougher remedies; yet he leaves no one completely 
exempted, because he knows we are all diseased, without 
the exception of a single 1nd1v1dual.20 
'l'he purpose s which chastisements serve was explained i.n this 
ma nner b y Saphir: 
The s ufferings of God's children are sent either to 
chasten and correct, to bring them to the knowledge of 
and vi ctory over hidden sin or transgressions, or to 
prmre, test , and thue strengthen and raise to a higher 
level of experience and usefulness, or they are a 
privilege and honour as a testimony for Christ, for His 
name•s sake, and to show forth His praise. But they 
may all be summed up under7loc16e<.1, parental disci-
pline, and are constructed with the judgments or divine 
disoipline and anger.21 
Briefly now we would call special attention to several 
b lessine s which do flow from the reception of chastisement 
a~d t h e proper understanding of the same. Possibly hardest 
of all will be the duty to show a person with a severe 
affliction that he is particularly blessed by God. The fifth 
and sixth verses of chapter twelve point out that all who are 
chastised, receive the same from God's great paternal love. 
The following context contrasts the earthly father's disci-
pline with that of the Heavenly Father, concluding that God•s 
ways are always for the eternal good of H1-s sons. Owen ob-
served that "God gives the severest trials to those whom He 
accepts and delights in in a peculiar manner."22 
20calv1n, .21?.• ill,., p. 176. 
2lsaphir, ~- ill•, II, 813. 
22John Owen, Hebrews: The E,iatle ot Warning (Grand 
Rapids: Kregel Publloat!ons095 ), p. ~-
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Anot her wonderful blessing which 1a produced by chas-
tisement i s that we actually have our attention directed to-
ward our true life in the Lord Jesus Christ. 
By affliction and the inward crucifixion we learn to 
seek our true life, treasure, strength, and joy, not in 
eart hly affections, possessions, pursuits, and attain-
ments , however good and noble, but in Him who is at the 
righ t hand of God; and the end will be glory.23 
Thi s 1s indeed "education and instruction in Hia famlly."24 
This means no less than crucifixion of the old sinful flesh 
wi t h in us. The Christian, the man of faith, has this great 
battl e going on between what God wills him to do and what his 
own f l e s h wills for him to do. Therefore, should a Christian 
person rorget that it is one of the splendid aims of God to 
aid hi s faith to conquer the rebellious flesh through chas-
tisements, he may actually despair of ever having peace and 
contentment. It 1s a very important function of pastoral 
care to assure the believer that h1s trials will be followed 
b y the peace of a victorious faith in God. "It is a peace 
which can only be attained by those who have used their 
trials as a discipline and have emerged victorious from the 
con.fl1.ot."25 
The battle a nd victory ot which we have just spoken is 
nothing other than God conforming us through suffering and 
23saphir, .21?.• cit., II, 827. 
240wen, 2E.• ill•, p. 248. 
25M. Dode, The Exiositor's Greek Testament--Hebrews 
(Grand Rapids: Wm. B. ~erdmans Publishing Company, n.d.), 
p. 369. 
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sorrow "to the image or Ohr1st."26 The pastor will be aware 
of the fact that Hebrews 12:11 speaks or holiness as a ti-ult 
or t he chastisement. F. B. Meyer observes: "Holiness is the 
product of sorrow, when sanct1t1ed by the grace of God."27 
It i s a great blessing tor a Christian to understand and con-
sciously realize that this 1s none other than God working in 
h i s own bod;y the process of sanct1f1eat1on. The Holy Spirit 
use s chastisements to train and test the faith of the Chris-
tian, while at the same time supplying to the Christian the 
power t o endure the trial and to be victorious in the test. 
Thus 1t 1s vary proper to assert that the righteousness 
spoken of in Hebrews 12:11 is the Christian's, as Farrar does: 
In other words "righteousness" is not to this writer, 
"the Divine gift which ta1th receives~--the white robe 
put into the outstretched hands• but it is nthe human 
condi tion which faith produces,' the inheritance which 
man acquires.28 · 
To summarize, we are aware of the tact that many of the 
purposes and also blessings are not touched upon. It is our 
conviction that the pastor will learn to know the particular 
purpose or ble ssing only as he becomes intimately associated 
wi th t he l i ves ot his members. It is always well, however, 
to keep i n mind six of the basic results or fruits which 
26saphir, 2.E.• cit., II, 816. 
27F . B. Meyer, The Way into 1h! Holiest (Grand Rapids: 
Baker Book House, 19m, p. ~ 
28F. Farrar,!!!!, Early gars of Chr1stianit! (Londonc 
Cassell, Petter, Galpin and ompany, 1882), I, 20. 
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chastisement does produoe. 
Count , if you will, the precious kinds of fruit. There 
is patience, whioh endures the Father's will; and trust, 
that sees the Father's hand behind the rough disguise; 
and peace, t hat lies still, content with the Father's 
plan ; and righteousness, that conforms itself to the 
Father's requirements; and love, that clings more 
closely than ever to the Father's heart; and gentleness, 
wh ich deals leniently with others, because or what we 
h ave learned of ourselves.29 
I n c losing , one cannot but not1oe that all of the 
b l e s sings of chastisement are either directly or indirectly 
relat ed to the fact that the man of faith is a son of God. 
As true son s of God, Christian men should be doing the will 
of God dai l y in word, thought, and deed. Thus, whether the 
cha st i sement be a Fatherly correction to recall a wayward 
son to true humility and repentance, or if it be a Fatherly 
exhort ation toward producing fruits of faith by submissive 
obe dience unto the Word of God, all chastisements are proof 
of the fact that we are God's deer sons. The price God paid 
t o make us His sons is outlined olearly in the first portion 
of the Epistle to the Hebrews, whereas chapter twelve speaks 
of the t h ings by which we can be certain that we ere the eons 
of God. 
29 F. Meyer,~• ill•, p. 221. 
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